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Scale Invariance and Scaling Breaks - New Metrics for Inferring

Process Signature from High Resolution LiDAR Topography

by Chandana Gangodagamage

ABSTRACT

Landscapes posses many scales of variability, from hillslopes to the river network

structure, and have been the subject o� ntense research over the past three decades.

Despite this tremendous variability, it has been well documented by now that scale-

invariances do exist in several landscape attributes re�ecting the natural organization

of processes responsible for the formation of those landscapes. The availability of very

high resolution (sub-meter scale) digital topography data from laser altimetry (LiDAR)

o�ers an unprecedented opportunity to probe into the structure o� andscapes at scales

never imagined before and extract properties useful for modeling water, sediment, and

nutrient �uxes in a watershed. In this work, we take advantage of these high resolu-

tion topography data to introduce new metrics for quantifying landscape organization

and explore scaling laws across the continuum of hillslope-�uvial regimes. The innova-

tions we introduce rely on: (1) adapting a new scale parameter which we call “directed

distance from the divide” which allows examining divergent and convergent parts of

the landscape under a single framework; (2) using this new scale parameter to identify

the signature o� andslides on a landscape allowing thus an objective mapping of those

landslides; (3) introduction of the “incremental drainage area” function along the main-

stream to quantify the hierarchy and clustering of tributaries; and (4) introduction of

an non-traditional horizontal function that measures “valley width”as one �lls up the

channels beyond their banks and maps the left and right extend of the landscape.

A common theme in all of the above developments is the quest for mapping the

complex three dimensional structure o� andscapes onto simpler, preferably one dimen-

sional, functions that re�ect di�erent aspects of the landscape organization. Once this

is accomplished, our common method of analysis relies on the theory of multi-scaling us-

ing wavelets, i.e., in quantifying how the statistical structure of the extracted attributes

changes when one sees them at di�erent scales.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Landscapes posses many scales of variability, from hillslopes to the river network struc-

ture and have been the subject of intense research over the past three decades. Despite

this tremendous variability, it has been well documented by now that scale-invariances

do exist in several landscape attributes reflecting the natural organization occurring in

processes responsible for the formation of those landscapes. The availability of very

high resolution (sub-meter scale) digital topography data from laser altimetry (LiDAR)

offers an unprecedented opportunity to probe into the structure of landscapes at scales

never imagined before and extract properties useful for modeling water, sediment, and

nutrient fluxes in a watershed. In this work, we take advantage of these high resolu-

tion topography data to introduce new metrics for quantifying landscape organization

and explore scaling laws across the continuum of hillslope-fluvial regimes. The innova-

tions we introduce rely on: (1) adapting a new scale parameter which we call “directed

distance from the divide” which allows examining divergent and convergent parts of

the landscape under a single framework; (2) using this new scale parameter to identify

the signature of landslides on a landscape allowing thus an objective mapping of those

landslides; (3) introduction of the “incremental drainage area” function along the main-

stream to quantify the hierarchy and clustering of tributaries; and (4) introduction of

an non-traditional horizontal function that measures “valley width”as one fills up the

channels beyond their banks and maps the left and right extend of the landscape.

A common theme in all of the above developments is the quest for mapping the

1
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complex three dimensional structure of landscapes onto simpler, preferably one dimen-

sional, functions that reflect different aspects of the landscape organization. Once this

is accomplished, our common method of analysis relies on the theory of multi-scaling

using wavelets, i.e., in quantifying how the statistical structure of the extracted at-

tributes changes when one sees them at different scales. The presence of multi-scaling

(as opposed to simple scaling) implies a rich statistical structure in those attributes

and the presence of spatial heterogeneities which needs more than one parameter to be

described across scales. Below we present a brief summary of each chapter:

• In Chapter 2, the introduction of a new scale parameter termed “directed distance

from the divide” is presented. We use this scaling parameter to study the spatial

organization and scaling properties of drainage flow-paths (channelized and un-

channelized) in river basins. The “directed distance” refers to the fact that when

two flow-paths converge, the shortest upstream path is eliminated and flow dis-

tance continues along the principle flow-path. Using this scale parameter on high

resolution DEMs (1m LiDAR) we demonstrate the emergence of three distinctly

different scaling regimes: one on divergent topography (no scaling) and two on

slightly convergent and strongly convergent topographies (scaling with different

exponents). We relate these new exponents to Horton’s ratios and interpret them

in terms of flow path arrangement and higher order statistical scaling of upstream

drainage areas.

• In Chapter 3, we demonstrate the power of the new scale parameter to identify

deep-seated landslides by the signature they imprint on the landscape. We de-

velop a methodology and apply it to a watershed in California and compare our

results with field-mapped landslides. Finally, we perform a multi-scale analysis

of the contributing drainage areas parameterized by directed distance from the

divide and demonstrate that landslide-disturbed landscapes show similarities to

an unhealthy human heartbeat, namely “unhealthiness” reduces the complexity

and degree of multifractality by suppressing extreme fluctuations.

• In Chapter 4, we introduce the so-called “Incremental area function” (IAF) which

records the drainage area as one moves downstream along the mainstream of a

basin. IAF functions directly reflects the branching structure of the river network
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and the contribution of hillslope and side tributaries. We document the pres-

ence of statistical self-similarity (multifractality) in the incremental area function

(IAF) with a high intermittency coefficient, reflecting the extreme contributions

of tributaries. We propose a multiplicative cascade model to statistically simulate

the IAF along the main stream and we relate the cascade weights to the quintiles

of the incremental area probability distribution. Finally, we point out the relation

between the IAF and the widely used width function of a basin and show how

the latter can be constructed from the former via a convolution on the self-similar

structure of a tree.

• In Chapter 5, we look at the probabilistic structure of the “river corridor width”

(RCW) function (lateral distance from the centerline of the river to the left and

right valley walls at a fixed height above the water surface) as one moves down-

stream along the mainstream of a basin. We establish that the RCW series,

extracted from 1 m LIDAR topography of a mountainous river, exhibit multiscall-

ing which varies distinctly across physical boundaries, e.g., bedrock versus alluvial

valleys.

• In Chapter 6, we summarize our research and provide the overall conclusion.



Chapter 2

Revisiting River Network Laws:

New Scaling Considerations

Accross Hillslope and Fluvial

Regimes

4
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2.1 Abstract

Increasing availability of high-resolution topography data and enhanced computational

processing power present new opportunities to study scaling relationships in river basins.

We introduce a new scale parameter `, termed “directed distance from the divide” and

use it to study scaling properties of flow-paths in the hillslope and fluvial regimes of river

basins. The term “directed distance” refers to the fact that distance is measured along

representative flow-paths derived from high-resolution topography data, beginning at

drainage divides. This scale parameter offers several advantages for applications in hy-

drology, geomorphology, and ecology in that it can be directly related to length-scale

dependant processes, it can be applied seamlessly across the hillslope and fluvial regimes,

and it is a continuous function that can be used as a framework to extract ensemble

statistics of basin morphology and evaluate multiscaling properties of basin attributes,

such as contributing area. In this paper we briefly discuss other scaling parameters

proposed for drainage basins, introduce the theory and method for extracting the di-

rected distance scaling parameter, demonstrate simple scaling relationships in several

synthetic networks, and finally use the directed distance method to assess scaling of

basin attributes in real river networks. Application of this new scale parameter on high

resolution topography data for three basins in California demonstrates the emergence

of three distinct geomorphic regimes that can be observed in scaling relationships of

the scaling parameter with several basin attributes, such as the number of streams,

contributing drainage area, local slope and local curvature. We compare scaling expo-

nents derived using directed distance to those obtained using Horton’s laws. Lastly,

we explore the multiscaling properties of contributing drainage area and explain how

the probability density function of contributing area can be rescaled along the principal

flowpaths of river basins.
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2.2 Introduction

The organization of landscapes and stream networks influences many processes in hy-

drology, geomorphology, and aquatic ecology. Many different approaches have been de-

veloped to quantify the morphology and hierarchical organizational structure of drainage

basins ([1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]) and understand how the physical attributes of a drainage

basin change as a function of scale [[8] in review]. Selection of the proper scale param-

eter is critical for understanding the variability and organization of basin morphology,

identifying transitions in geomorphic processes shaping the landscape, and ultimately

for making valid predictions about landscape evolution. Here we briefly explore scaling

parameters that have been developed in the past to explain the organization of fluvial

networks and introduce a new scaling parameter that yields new insight into the to-

pographic and topological structure of landscapes and the fluvial networks that shape

them.

Numerous scaling laws have been explored to describe the spatial organization of

fluvial networks (e.g. Horton-Strahler stream order, distance from outlet, Shreve or-

der ([3]), Euclidean distance from source pixels, flow-path distance, etc). Horton ([1])

was the first to quantify the scale invariance of river network topological structure and

the hierarchical ordering of channel networks (Equations 1-3). Nearly all conceivable

network configurations can be described in terms of Horton’s laws ([9]). Horton in-

troduced the notion of “stream order” (ω ), which organizes the fluvial network into

stream segments starting from the point of channel initialization to the stream outlet.

This ordering system was later modified by Strahler to better represent the hierarchi-

cal structure (Horton’s original system gave the highest rank to the entire mainstream,

from outlet to headwaters, whereas Strahler only gives the highest rank to the stream

segment of the mainstream below the confluence of the two next lower order streams)

and is known as Horton-Strahler (HS) ordering ([10, 11]).

The scale parameter ω exhibits unique, power law scaling relationships with the

number of streams (Equation 1), average length of stream segments (Equation 2), and

average contributing area (Equation 3) for all scales of order ω where ω is equal to or

less than the maximum basin order (Ω):

N(ω) ∝ RΩ−ω
B (2.1)
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¯̀
s(ω) ∝ Rω−1

Ls (2.2)

Ā(ω) ∝ Rω−1
A (2.3)

where N(ω) is the number of order ω streams, ¯̀
s(ω) is the average segment length of

ω order streams, and Ā(ω) is the average contributing area of order ω streams. RB, RLs,

and RA are the bifurcation ratio, length ratio, and area ratio, respectively, computed

as the ratio between two consecutive stream orders (e.g. RLs = ¯̀
sω=2

¯̀
sω=1

). For natural

channel networks, RB typically ranges between 3 and 5, RLs ranges between 1.5 and 3

and RA ranges between 3 and 6 ([9]).

The HS ordering system has been adopted as the most common approach for classi-

fying the components of stream networks for several reasons. First and foremost, it is a

simple hierarchical structure that can easily be extracted from topographic maps or dig-

itally derived drainage networks and permits comparison of similar components of the

network. Also, Horton’s laws implicitly incorporate topological structure and are scale

invariant because the ratios (RB, RL, and RA) are independent of the scale parameter

ω. However, there are several drawbacks to using stream order as a scaling parameter

to study drainage basins, and more importantly, advances in data resolution and com-

putational processing capabilities present an opportunity to explore scaling parameters

that were previously not possible and may be more relevant to certain questions in

hydrology, geomorphology, or stream ecology.

One of the drawbacks of using ω is the a priori assumption that channel initialization

points can be accurately identified. Despite technological advancements since Horton’s

time, most modern approaches to channel network delineation continue to have difficulty

using remotely sensed data to identify where first-order streams are initiated ([12, 13,

14, 15]) because of the spatial variability of landscapes. In the most recent advance

in channel extraction techniques, [16] apply nonlinear diffusion filtering of topographic

data combined with a geomorphically-informed geodesic cost function that identifies

paths of minimal energy expense to extract channel networks. Yet, determination of the

appropriate thresholds for channel initiation is still subject to interpretation. Errors in

network extraction are therefore likely to pervasively, if reproducibly, alter the network

stream order and to bias the study of how basin attributes (and by analogy, geomorphic

processes) change as a function of scale.
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By design, the HS system ignores ω-order streams that flow into ω+n order streams

(where n is any integer such that n ≥ 1), which may be important for ecological modeling

and nutrient dynamics ([17, 18, 19]). This issue of connectivity of disparate stream

orders is also likely important in hydrology and sediment transport, though the effects

may be obscured by other environmental factors, such as climate or lithology.

Another drawback of using ω as a scaling parameter is that the discontinuity be-

tween consecutive stream orders inherently limits application for understanding finer-

scale processes and transitions in basin or channel morphometry that occur within a

given order. In practice, Horton’s laws are typically related to the mean of the basin at-

tributes of interest. Although many questions in the field of geomorphology have been

concerned with correlations between average basin attributes and the processes that

shape the landscape (e.g. the relationship between average basin slope and measured

erosion rates has been evaluated relentlessly), many of the new questions in geomor-

phology deal with spatial heterogeneity at different scales. [20] adapted Horton’s laws

to compare probability density functions (pdfs) of basin attributes at different scales.

They used empirical methods to compare cumulative distribution functions (CDF) and

demonstrated simple scaling, meaning that the pdf can be rescaled for a different stream

order with a single exponent. However, the discrete nature of stream order and the small

number of data points that can be generated at the transitions in stream order preclude

analysis of multiscaling properties. Development of more realistic landscape evolution

models requires more detailed and complete descriptions of the spatial heterogeneity

present in landscapes and the processes that drive the observed heterogeneity.

The HS ordering system is also limited in that it is difficult to apply quantitatively

to many physical, chemical, and biological processes that are more directly related to

characteristic length scales. Stream metabolism and nutrient spiraling ([21, 22]), flood

pulse propagation or attenuation ([23, 24]), and gravel bedload transport ([25]) are just

a few examples of processes that are loosely correlated to stream order, but are more

properly defined in terms of length scale.

Lastly, the HS stream order system is typically applied only for the fluvial portion

landscapes and scaling relationships that might exist in unchannelized areas (ω < 1)

are not considered, greatly inhibiting study of the continuum that is the combined

hillslope-fluvial system. Previous research has documented that unchannelized regions
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can be divided into a network of hollows, divergent hillslope nose, and side slopes ([26]).

Hillslopes hollows have been observed to be organized into distinct, quasi-connected

flow-paths ([27]) that exhibit different topological characteristics compared to the fluvial

network ([26]). In terms of Horton’s laws, this regime has been documented as exhibiting

higher RB and higher RA (higher increments of number of flow-paths and contributing

area) ratios along the hillslope compared to fluvial networks.

For all of the reasons discussed above, the HS ordering system and Horton’s rela-

tions are useful to study the first-order hierarchical structure of stream networks, but

are insufficient to quantify the more detailed statistical structure and connectivity of

drainage basins from hillslopes to stream outlet. Hence, new methods are needed for

exploring the topological relationships of hillslope and river networks and understanding

the physical processes that are responsible for establishing the spatial organization of

sub-first order portions of landscapes. With new information, such as high-resolution

topography data becoming readily available, and new tools, such as ever increasing

computational processing capabilities, we are in a position to begin to study the spatial

organization of this part of the landscape more quantitatively at very fine (< 1 meter)

resolution.

This paper has several objectives. First, we introduce a new scaling parameter

that overcomes many of the aforementioned limitations of the HS system, for analyzing

the topological arrangement of flow-paths and understanding how basin morphological

attributes change as a function of distance from the drainage divide. The new scale

parameter, `, termed “directed distance from the divide” is defined as the distance

measured along representative flow-paths starting from significant drainage divides. We

demonstrate the utility of this scaling parameter for quantifying network topology on

hillslopes and in fluvial networks as well as for identifying transitions in geomorphic

process. In addition, we demonstrate how ` facilitates the study of the heterogeneity

in basin- and network-scale geomorphic attributes and how this spatial heterogeneity

changes as a continuous function of scale. In the second half of the paper we apply our

scale parameter to analyze three nested basins in northern California to explore scaling

laws across the hillslope-river continuum and delineate distinct scaling regimes that

exist between hilltops, valley bottoms, and the river network. By doing so, we identify

the statistical signature demonstrated by physically distinct regions and document the
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scaling structure and flow-path geometry of unchannelized regions.

(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e) (f ) (g)

Figure 2.1: A new stream ordering system based on flowpath distance. (a) Shows the
basic network of flowpath segments for ` ≥ 50m. (b) The flowpaths segments that flow
less than 100 m (` < 100m) are eliminated from top left figure at their corresponding
network junctions. (c) flowpath segments ` < 200m are eliminated from the network
at their tributary junctions and (d),(e),(f), and (g) flowpahs are obtained by removing
stream segments at their network junctions of length ` less than 300m, 400m, 500m,
and 600m, respectively. Note that the origination points ` = 1 for flow-paths of directed
distance ` defines the significant divides at scale `.

2.3 Directed distance from the divide

Directed distance from the divide (` ) is based on flow-path lengths. The term “directed

distance” refers to the fact the length is measured along the longest topographically de-

lineated flow-path beginning at the ridge. When two flow-paths converge, the shortest

upstream flow-path is terminated and the flow distance continues along the principle

flow path. The primary benefits of this new parameter are that it (a) can be applied
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seamlessly across the boundary of the channelized and unchannelized parts of the land-

scape and (b) can readily be used to enhance the power of analysis of basin attributes as

a continuous function of length scale. As an inherent result of how we define our scale

parameter we introduce a scale dependency for the ridge network such that the origi-

nation points of flow-paths of length ` define the significant divides at scale ` (Figure

2.1).

To compute directed distance, we assign a value to every pixel located in a river

basin according to their location along flow-paths, beginning at pixels that receive no

flow from neighboring pixels (i.e. flow accumulation is zero). Pixels that receive no flow

from neighboring cells are considered source points. We then use the D8 flow direction

algorithm ([28]) to select the next pixels in the downstream direction. For a 1 meter

Digital Elevation Model (DEM), we compute the distance from pixel i to pixel j as

1 meter if the flow is along a row or column or
√

2 meters if flow proceeds along a

diagonal path. If flow is directed into pixel j from another pixel (k), the flow-path with

the higher value at pixel j is used and the shorter flow-path terminates at pixel i or k.

The algorithm for extracting directed distance (freely available from the corresponding

author upon request) keeps track of the directed distance from the divide (`) for all

pixels along all flow-paths distributed throughout the basin

2.3.1 Relating segment length (RLs) and total flow-path length (RL)

Horton’s “length ratio” (RLs) is defined as the ratio of lengths of two consecutive seg-

ments. Knowing the average length of a particular stream segment (of order ω) can be

useful, but the total length, `, of the stream at a given point in the network is a more

relevant metric for many questions in hydrology, geomorphology and aquatic ecology.

In the HS ordering system one can compute the average length of stream segments of

order ω . An average estimate for the total length, ¯̀
ω, of the stream at a basin order

ω can then be computed as the sum of the average stream segment lengths up to order

ω. Hence, the length ratio for total stream length, RL relates to Horton’s length ratio

as follows:

RL =
¯̀
ω+1

¯̀
ω

=
(RωLs − 1)

(Rω−1
Ls − 1)

(2.4)

Using equation (4), when RLs > 2, RL → RLs rapidly as ω increases. For ω = 4 and
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RL = 2, the difference between the total length ratio (RL) and segment length ratio

(RLs) is approximately 3 percent (see Figure 2.2). If one considers a single representative

flow-path at ω order junction (``(ω)) and assumes RLs is valid for that individual path,

we can write the length ratio as:

``(ω) ∝ Rω−1
Ls (2.5)

Equation (5) suggests that one can build a relationship between ` and ω for all integer

values of ω.

2.4 Using directed distance to evaluate heterogeneity and

scaling in basin attributes

Holding all environmental conditions constant, homogeneity in morphological attributes

([29]) is typically assumed for any given value of ` in a river basin. However, natural

landscapes are subject to variability in environmental conditions (e.g. Geology, vegeta-

tion etc.) and therefore heterogeneity is expected to exist. Using the directed distance

and associated ensemble statistics method, one can directly measure basin attributes as

a function of ` to evaluate spatial heterogeneity as a pdf and assess how that pdf changes

as a function of `. We consider that the distribution of any basin attribute θ (e.g. con-

tributing area, number of flow-paths, local slope, curvature), can be expressed as a pdf ,

P (θ(`i)), for a given value of the scale parameter `i and we use 〈θ(`i)〉 to represent the

ensemble distribution of the attribute (ensemble average area, slope, or curvature, or

summation of the number of flow-paths etc.) at `i. We obtain the ensemble statistics

for all flow-paths in a basin, beginning from significant drainage divides.

2.4.1 Simple and multi-scaling frameworks for assessing changes in the

distribution of basin attributes with scale

Because ` is a continuous function and we can extract the entire pdf of basin attributes

for each value of `, we can evaluate higher order statistical moments of the distribution

to quantify the way in which the pdfs of basin attributes change as a function of `. The

statistical moments can be computed for basin attributes at a given value of ` with the

first moment being the mean of the distribution, the second moment being a measure
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of variability around the mean, and the third moment being a measure of skewness of

the distribution around the mean. We can obtain the qth order moment of any basin

attributes, θ(`), at the value of scale parameter ` ([30, 31, 32]), as:

〈|θ(`)|q〉 ∝ `τ(q) (2.6)

where θ(`) is the value of a basin attribute located distance ` away from a drainage

divide, q is the order of moment (e.g. 1, 2, 3) around the origin and τ(q) is the scaling

exponent function which can be obtained from the slope of the statistical moments

plotted against the scale ` in a log-log plot.

When τ(q) is a linear function of q, the relationship can be defined as τ(q) = qH,

where H is the scaling exponent that can be used to rescale the pdf from one scale ` to

another scale at λ`, where λ is a constant. Linear scaling between τ(q) and q is referred

to as simple scaling. The qth order moments at scale ` and scale λ` can be related as:

〈|θ(`)|q〉 = λ−qH〈|θ(λ`)|q〉. (2.7)

Since ` and θ are related by a power law relationship, it is reasonable to assume that

when the scale parameter changes from ` to λ` the θ scales by λHθ. This suggests that

by rescaling the pdf of scale ` by λ−H . However, τ(q) can also be a nonlinear function

of q:

τ(q) = qH + q2c2 (2.8)

where we refer to c2 as the spatial heterogeneity parameter, which quantifies the hetero-

geneity present in the landscape for a basin attribute at a given value of `. In this case,

the relationship between our basin attribute θ(`) and the scale parameter ` is referred

to as exhibiting multiscaling. In other words, there is a non-linear, but systematic trend

in the way that the each quantile of the pdf of θ(`) changes as a function of `.

[20] generalized the mean sense expressed basin attributes in Horton’s law to the

whole probability distributions and compare cumulative distributions of different basin

orders ω with order one. By doing so, they demonstrate self-similar behavior in stream

length, contributing areas, and elevation drop in fluvial systems. However, because

ω is inherently a discontinuous variable, all information between consecutive values

of ω is lost. Also, because the range of ω is limited, the information revealed by ω is

insufficient to compute c2 and assess multiscaling properties. In contrast, the continuous
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scale parameter ` provides sufficient detail to obtain the scaling exponent H and the

spatial heterogeneity parameter, c2, for any basin attribute using statistical moments

and therefore can relate the pdfs at any two scales.

2.4.2 Relating directed distance and the probabilistic form of stream

order

For reasons discussed immediately above, there are benefits to reconsidering Horton’s

laws within the context of the directed distance from the divide scaling parameter (`).

In this section we relate the probabilistic version of the stream order scale parameter

ω to our proposed directed distance scale parameter `. As documented by ([20]), the

distribution of a basin attribute, such as basin area, length, or slope can be ascertained

for any given value of scale parameter ω and treated as a random variable θ(ω) with a

defined pdf . An estimate of its expected value 〈θ(ω)〉 at two different scales, ω1 and ω2,

can be related to Horton’s law as follows:

〈θ(ω1)〉 = Rω1−ω2
θ 〈θ(ω2)〉. (2.9)

Here, ω1 and ω2 are two scales of Horton-Strahler order, where ω2 > ω1. If a quantity

θ exhibits self-similar scaling, the pdfs of the random variable θ1 and θ2 can be related

by rescaling the variable by its mean ([20]):

θ(ω1)
pdf
=
[
〈θ(ω1)〉
〈θ(ω2)〉

]
θ(ω2) (2.10)

where the symbol
pdf
= is used to express equality in terms of the normalized pdfs at

scales ω1 and ω2 . By considering equations (9) and (10) it can be shown that Rω1−ω2
θ

is equal to 〈θ(ω1)〉
〈θ(ω2)〉 which yields following:

θ(ω1)
pdf
= Rω1−ω2

θ θ(ω2) (2.11)

The probabilistic expression of ω can be replaced with the scale parameter ` for any

two given scales: `i and `j , such that `i is the mean distance from the divide at ω1 and

`j is the mean distance from the divide at ω2. By substituting ω ∝ log(`)
log(RLs)

as given in

equation (5) into Equation (9), one can obtain the following equation:

〈θ(li)〉 =
( li
lj

) logRθ
logRLs 〈θ(lj)〉 (2.12)
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As in equation (10), we can express the probabilistic version of mean values for equation

(12) in terms of a probability distribution:

θ(`i)
pdf
=
( `i
`j

)H
θ(`j) (2.13)

where H = logRθ
logRLs

. Further, applying the assumption of simple scaling, equation 13

explicitly states that all statistical moments of a given basin attribute scale according

to an exponent qH:

〈θ(`i)q〉 =
( `i
`j

)qH
〈θ(`j)q〉 (2.14)

This suggests that the validity of the self-similar scaling of pdfs at two different scales

expressed in terms of scale parameter ω applies for the scale parameter ` as well, al-

though the scaling exponents that relate the two pdfs are different.

2.5 Scaling relationships in simulated and real networks

In this section, we consider scaling relationships observed in a number of synthetic and

real river networks. We consider two general classes of synthetic networks, branching

tree graphs, and spanning tree graphs. Branching tree graphs are line graphs that

simply represent the topological arrangement of stream segments, so they differ from

spanning trees in that they do not simulate an entire basin ([33]). Simple models such

as these are useful to demonstrate the essential statistical properties that can also be

observed in real river networks. Spanning tree graphs are computed from grids that

cover an entire computational domain without forming loops to simulate transport of

water or sediment downstream from source areas to the stream outlet.

Two key parameters can be defined to quantify the flow-path arrangement. The first

parameter, γ, is the exponent of the power law decay relationship between the scale

parameter ` and the number of streams that exist at a given value of scale parameter

N(`):

N(`) ∝ `−γ . (2.15)

This parameter applies to both branching and spanning trees. The second parameter

(H) is derived from Hack’s law ([2]). This parameter describes the relationship between

flow-path length ` and its average contributing area 〈A(`)〉 computed as the ensemble
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average of all flow-paths that travel directed distance ` and is therefore only applicable to

spanning trees, which account for area within the computational domain. This relation

is not exactly the same as Hack’s law, but can be reconciled with Hack’s law as:

〈A(`)〉 ∝ `H . (2.16)

where 1/H is equal to the Hack exponent h.

2.5.1 Branching tress

Branching tree networks are among the simplest of network models because they only

involve stream lines to represent the fluvial portion of basin, so they are defined by

the topological arrangement of stream segments. The simplest type of branching tree

network is a binary tree, in which two stream segments joint at a junction and generate

a downstream segment, similar to real river networks ([3, 34]). A perfect binary tree

is an idealized Hortonian network that assumes symmetry in branching, and in which

only equivalent stream orders join (i.e. two first order streams come together to form

a second order, and two second order streams come together to form a third order and

so on, but a first order stream never flows into a third order stream etc.). Along the

network, ω increases continuously up to the highest order Ω.

Figure (2a) shows a synthetic binary tree where the depth of the tree extends up

to ten levels. We maintain the length ratio of the binary tree (RLb) equals to 2 and

the angle between two links is equal to 300 degrees. This results in a bifurcation ratio

(RBb) of 2 for our binary tree network, which is much lower than that typically observed

in real river networks. Simple ternary trees (Figure 2b), where three segments of the

same order come together at each junction have RBt = 3, but such orientations are

not common in natural fluvial networks. Rather, the higher typical bifurcation ratio

(typically between 3 and 5) in natural fluvial networks is due to the side tributaries

that join with a trunk channel of higher order, and therefore do not change the order of

the trunk channel. For the binary and ternary branching trees the scaling exponent γ,

which is the directed distance analog to the Hortonian bifurcation ratio, does not change

as a function of scale because the rules governing bifurcation are consistent throughout

the domain. Taken as the slope of the power law relationship of N(`) as a function of
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whereas at larger scales both ratios show a good match (see text for details).
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`, γ is constant at 1.0 and 1.59 for binary and ternary trees, respectively (Figure 2.2

bottom panel).

2.5.2 Spanning trees

Spanning tree graphs add one layer of complexity on top of the branching trees in that

the entire spatial domain is considered. We use two different types of spanning tree

graphs, a Scheidegger directed random network model ([35, 36, 37, 38]) and Gaussian

flow-path model to illustrate how the parameters γ and H function in these models

that apply a simple set of rules throughout the entire domain. The Scheidegger network

is developed on a 1024 by 1024 lattice grid and applies the simple rules that water

flows from the top to the bottom of the domain and flow-direction at every pixel is

chosen randomly between two diagonal down-stream directions with 0.5 probability.

The Gaussian flow-path model is developed on a 25, 000 by 25, 000 lattice grid (Figure

2.3 top panel) and applies the rule that the flow direction at every pixel is chosen

randomly among its eight-directional neighboring-cells according to the probability of

a Gaussian pdf in which the highest frequency is towards a preselected outlet. In both

models, once flow-paths converge, they are not permitted to diverge downstream. For

the purpose of measuring `, upon convergence of two flow-paths, the shorter flow-path is

terminated, and water and sediment from that shorter flow-path are contributed to the

stream with the longer upstream flow-path. Periodic boundary conditions are imposed

on east and west boundaries, such that water flowing off one side of the grid re-enters

the grid on the opposite side in the appropriate row.

We apply the standard D8 flow direction and flow accumulation algorithms ([28,

39, 40, 41]) for river network extraction and have implemented the directed distance

algorithm that tracks the distance from any source point in the basin to the outlet

along the probabilistically determined flow-paths. The scaling parameters γ and H are

consistent for the entire range of directed distance for each of the models because the

rules governing flow-path arrangement do not change. However, the different probability

distributions used to determine flow direction in each of the models results in different

scaling exponents. Table 1 shows the computed Horton ratios and power law scaling

exponents predicted based on the relevant equations ( logRBlogRLs
and logRA

logRLs
) and the scaling

exponents empirically determined (γ and H) for each of the synthetic networks.
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We compute the value of each statistical moments (A(`)q) from 0.5 to 5 at 0.5

intervals for area as a function of directed distance from the divide (Figure 2.4 top right

and left, data shown for Gaussian only) for both of our synthetic networks. Each moment

plots linear in log-log space, the slope of which is used to develop the τ(q) function

plotted in Figure 2.4 bottom row for the Gaussian and Scheidegger networks. Both

networks result in a linear relationship between τ(q) and q, indicating simple scaling in

the way the pdf of area changes as a function of directed distance. The difference in

slope of the line (1.64 and 1.5 for the Gaussian and Scheidegger, respectively) results

directly from the differences in rules governing flow direction (Table 1). Simple scaling

is to be expected in a basin where the rules governing flow-path arrangement do not

change throughout the domain.

Table 2.1: Comparison of parameters in simulated river networks
Network Scaling RB RLs RA

logRB

logRLs

logRA

logRLs
γ H

range m
Binary 1 - `max 2 2 - - 1.000 1.000 -
Ternary 1 - `max 3 2 - 1.585 - 1.600 -

Scheidegger 1 - `max - - - - - 1.500 1.500
Gaussian 1 - `max 5.1 2.4 4.2 1.761 1.640 1.667 1.643

2.5.3 Scaling relationships in real networks

In sections 3.1 and 3.2 we have explored simple branching tree (binary and ternary)

and space-filling networks and used the directed distance approach to characterize the

flow-path arrangements with scaling exponents γ and H. In the networks considered, we

observed no scaling breaks because the rules governing flow accumulation and flow-path

topology are consistent throughout the domain. However, in real landscapes beginning

at the drainage divide, we observe distinct scaling breaks that correspond to transitions

in flow-path topology and, by inference, geomorphic process (e.g. channel initializa-

tion). Using a flow accumulation algorithm on high resolution topography data we can

delineate the flow-path network throughout an entire basin, including hillslopes. Al-

though we recognize that the flow-paths generated by the algorithm are an abstraction
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of actual overland flow on hillslopes, when examined at the appropriate scale there is

important information to be extracted from the topology.

To study scaling relationships in a real landscape we selected three nested basins

located in Mendocino County, California, including the South Fork Eel River basin

(SF Eel), Elder Creek basin, which is a tributary to SF Eel, and TR6, which is a

tributary to Elder Creek (Figure 4.3). The Horon ratios for SF-Eel are given in Figure

2.6 (see also Table 2). The nested approach allows us to examine the statistics of

the same landscape at three sequential scales of observation. The basins are 354km2,

18km2, and 3km2, respectively, and are underlain by the Tertiary-Cretaceous Coastal

Belt Franciscan clastic sedimentary rocks, primarily composed of arkosic sandstone,

pebble conglomerate, and mudstone. We use the LiDAR topographic data (2.6m average

bare earth grid spacing, resampled to 1 meter) for the SF Eel collected in June 2004

and processed by the National Center of Airborne Laser Mapping (NCALM). The data

are freely available for download at http://www.nacalm.org.

Number of flow-paths

Within each of our study basins we have a finite number of spatial series (i.e. flow-

paths) that span the distance from the drainage divides to a given distance within the

basin (`). The values of our scaling exponent γ is obtained from analyzing the number of

flow-paths (Figure 2.7) and the ensemble average contributing area, respectively (Figure

2.8) as a function of the scale parameter `. We consistently observe three distinct zones

in flow-path topology in each of the nested basins, which we refer to as regions-A, B,

and C. The changes in slope observed in these plots, contrary to those observed in the

synthetic networks described above, are indicative of a transition in geomorphic process,

that is to say, a change in the rules governing water and sediment transport. Regions A

and B physically reside on the hillslope and Region-C marks the transition to the fluvial

network. Region-A does not exhibit power law scaling throughout the region. The non-

linear logarithmic change in the number of flow-paths as a function of in Region-A is

indicative of the divergent or parallel flow-path network on the upper, creep-dominated

portions of hillslopes. The scaling exponent γ varies from 2.87 − 3.15 and 2.12 − 2.22

for regions B and C, respectively. In the SF Eel basin, scaling regions B and C extend

from 80 − 251 meters and 270 − 6000 meters, respectively (Table 2). It is remarkable
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that the trends are so similar at the three different scales of our basins, despite the fact

that we know there to be different

Using ` as the scale parameter, we combine the Hortonian length and bifurcation

ratios in the definition of the directed distance bifurcation ratio (γ) as:

γ = =
log N(`2

N(`1)

log `2`1

(2.17)

The rate of removal of flow-paths is greater in region-B than in region-C, as indicated

by a relatively higher bifurcation ratio in the hillslope region-B, γB compared to that

of the fluvial region, γB in all three of our study basins (Table 2). This supports the

notion that Region-B is a more convergent part of the landscape.

Contributing area

Area scales as a function of directed distance in a similar way for all three study basins.

Three power law scaling ranges can be observed that roughly coincide with the scaling

breaks observed in stream numbers. Region A scales between 1− 50m, Region-B scales

between 100−300m, and Region-C scales at distances greater than 400m from the divide

(Table 2 and Figure 2.8). The area exponent for Region-A is nearly one, indicating that

area grows at essentially the same rate as length with distance from the drainage divide,

which is consistent with parallel or divergent flow-paths. The highest scaling exponent

occurs in Region-B, where area increases as length to the third power. Region-C exhibits

approximately a scaling exponent of 1.8, consistent with Hack’s law for fluvial networks.

Slope and curvature

Scaling laws can also be extracted from the spatially distributed, or ensemble, organi-

zation of basin attributes. Using the directed distance approach introduced here we can

collect ensemble statistics about the morphology (e.g. local slope S and curvature C

), of the basin for every point located at distance ` from the drainage divides. Figure

2.9) shows the ensemble averages of slope 〈S〉, curvature 〈C〉, and the slope-curvature

relationship when both parameters are conditioned on the scale parameter ` (see also

Table 3). Again, all three metrics exhibit three distinct scaling regions that coincide
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Table 2.2: Comparison of parameters in real river basins
Network Scaling RB RLs RA

logRB

logRLs

logRA

logRLs
γ H

range m
South Fork Eel

Region-A 1 - 79 - - - - - - 1
Region-B 80 - 251 - - - - - 2.87 3.06
Region-C 271-6000 4.6 2.3 4.9 1.832 1.910 2.21 1.80

Elder Creek
Region-A 1 - 83 - - - - - - 1
Region-B 83 - 322 - - - - - 2.22 3.01
Region-C 323- 1500 4.4 2.2 5.1 1.870 2.066 2.22 1.85

TR6 tributary basin
Region-A 1 - 80 - - - - - - 1
Region-B 81 - 270 - - - - - 3.12 3.01
Region-C 271 - 900 4.1 2.1 4.9 1.901 2.142 2.12 1.87

with the scaling breaks observed in figures 2.7 and 2.8. The hillslope geomorphology of

these three regions is discussed more thoroughly in [8] in review (JGR-ES), but we note

here that the breaks in scaling of these basin attributes are consistent with changes in

flow-path topology.

Table 2.3: Scaling ranges for basin attributes as a function of `
Basin name Region Scaling range Slope/unit length Curvature/unit length

m (m−1) m−2

SF Eel A 1-70 5.1× 10−4 5.6× 10−4

B 71-300 −6.2× 10−4 4.5× 10−4

C 300-6000 −1.0× 10−4 1.2× 10−4

Elder A 1-50 8.6× 10−4 6.3× 10−4

B 51-300 −6.0× 10−4 4.1× 10−4

C 300-6000 −1.0× 10−4 1.2× 10−4

TR6 A 1-50 5.1× 10−3 4.7× 10−4

B 51-250 −6.0× 10−4 4.4× 10−4

C 250-700 −1.3× 10−4 2.5× 10−4
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2.5.4 Multiscaling properties of contributing area

The simple landscapes discussed in sections 3.1 and 3.2 above are considered homo-

geneous (c2 = 0) insofar as the way basin attributes change as a function of scale is

the same throughout. The scaling exponents γ and H are consistent throughout the

domain. Real landscapes, however, exhibit heterogeneity in the way basin attributes

change as a function of scale. Multiscale analysis is the method by which this hetero-

geneity is quantified so that the entire distribution of a given attribute can be computed

for any given value of the scale parameter (`).

To quantify the way in which the distribution of contributing area changes as a func-

tion of the scale parameter (`) one must consider the higher order statistical moments

(Equation 6):

〈|A(`)|q〉 ∝ `τ(q) (2.18)

where q is the order of moment and τ(q) is spectrum of scaling exponents. The function

τ(q) is independent of ` and depends only on q. When the landscape is heterogeneous

due to variability in geomorphic form and process at different scales τ(q) is a nonlinear

function of q. In this case, we use Equation (8) to obtain the spatial heterogeneity

parameter c2.

Figure 2.10 (top row left) shows the statistical moments for q = 0 to q = 3 in intervals

of 0.5 for regions A, B, and C. A log-log linear relationship is observed between the scales

marked with dotted lines. The scaling ranges for regions-B and C are approximately

100 − 300m and 500 − 10000m, respectively. Fitting straight lines to all moments and

computing the slopes results in the spectrum shown in figure 2.10 (top row right). The

scaling exponent spectrum τ(q) is then converted to the flowpath dimension D(H) using

the Lagendre transform [42, 43]:

D(H) = min
q

[qH − τ(q) + 1] (2.19)

The D(H) spectrum demonstrates the range of fractal exponents (H) needed to rescale

the pdf of contributing area for different values of `.

We obtain the D(H) spectrum for the regions-A, B, and C (Figure 2.10 bottom

panel). In region-A, the dimension of the flowpaths can be specified by a single exponent

H = 1. However, in region-B, extending from 100−400m, hillslopes exhibit a wide D(H)
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spectrum (larger c2 value) indicating that multiple exponents are needed to rescale

the PDF of contributing area as a function of ` in the downstream direction along

the flowpaths. This suggests that more spatial heterogeneity exists in region-B. This

supports the finding of [26] who first documented that the rate of change in contributing

area is more than two orders of magnitude faster along the longitudinal axis compared

to that of sideslopes of hillslope hollows. The dominant scaling exponent in this region is

approximately 3. In region-C we observed a small amount of multifractality as indicated

by the narrow D(H) spectrum where H ranges between 1.7 and 1.87. This is similar

to the findings of [44] who documented monofractal behavior for contributing area in

region-C for drainage networks in the USA.

2.6 Conclusions

One of the greatest challenges in modern geomorphology is developing tools to efficiently

and comprehensively analyze the vast amount of high resolution topography data cur-

rently being collected around the world. Integration of the broad range of disciplines

that study Earth-surface dynamics, including hydrology, geomorphology, and ecology,

will require that we develop new methods to parse these large topographic datasets

in order to extract the most relevant information and make inferences about processes

occurring in the landscape.

We have demonstrated that directed distance from the divide can be used as a scaling

parameter to understand how flow path topology and basin attributes are organized in

both the hillslope and fluvial portions of drainage basins. We use directed distance to

extract information about flow path topology and the rate at which contributing area

accumulates in the downstream direction in several synthetic networks to demonstrate

simple scaling relationships for these hypothetical landscapes where rules governing flow

do not change along the flow path continuum. In contrast, we observe two scaling breaks

(three scaling regions) in the relationships of the scaling parameter with the number

of streams, accumulation of contributing area, local slope, and local curvature. We

quantify the power law scaling for each of these basin attributes within each of these

regions (divergent hillslope, convergent hillslope, and fluvial). The observed scaling

breaks infer transitions in geomorphic processes that are likely driven by hydrology
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and sediment dynamics and, at a finer scale, likely influence and are influenced by,

ecological dynamics. Lastly, we apply the directed distance method within a multiscaling

framework to quantify the way in which the PDF of contributing drainage area changes

as a function of the scaling parameter. We observe the highest amount of heterogeneity

within the convergent zone on the hillslopes, as evidenced by the range of exponents

needed to rescale the pdf of area for different values of `.

The ability of understanding and quantifying the spatial heterogeneity in hillslopes

open an new opportunities to identify many landscape disturbances such as landslides,

debris flows, and terraces etc., which leave a distinct statistical signature on landscape

attributes. Many basins with different anomalous disturbed landscapes are recom-

mended to further analysis to explore such distinct statistical signatures.
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3.1 Abstract

We investigate the statistical signature of deep-seated landslides using basin-wide topo-

graphic data and flow-path arrangement and explore the extent to which these globally

derived signatures can be used to locally map landslides. A key innovation is the in-

troduction of a new scale parameter, termed directed distance from the divide, which

accounts for the distance traveled along flow-paths starting from significant ridgelines.

We demonstrate that local slope vs. directed distance and curvature vs. local slope offer

powerful means for identifying the presence of landslides in a landscape. By exploring a

threshold on the probability distribution of local slopes conditional on directed distance

we show that mapping of landslide features is possible. We apply the methodology to

three 0.5 to 2.5 km2 watersheds in northern California and document three regions of

distinct geomorphic signatures. In region-A, hillslope gradient increases with distance

from the divide and flow-paths are divergent or parallel. Region-B corresponds to the

zone with highly convergent flow-paths and exhibits the strongest signal of landslide-

related features. Region-C is a moderately convergent zone that transitions into the

fluvial channel network. Next, we use specific quantiles of the probability density func-

tion of local slopes conditioned on directed distance from the divide to map individual

landslide features. Finally, we perform a multiscale analysis of the contributing area

parameterized by directed distance from the divide and demonstrate that landslide-

disturbed landscapes show reduced complexity and degree of multifractality, that is, a

reduction in the degree of spatial heterogeneity in the distribution of extreme contribut-

ing areas for a given distance from the divide.
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3.2 Introduction

Hillslope form is the integrated result of geomorphic processes driven by the complex

interactions of tectonics, geology, hydrology, ecology, and climate, over time. The hill-

slope processes that transport sediment can be classified as continuous (e.g. creep) or

discrete (e.g. landslides) events in time and space. An extensive, and expanding, body

of work is dedicated to understanding the relationships between hillslope form and pro-

cess and developing geomorphic transport laws to predict the mass flux of sediment

from hillslopes ([45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51]). Field data, laboratory experiments, and

analysis of digital topographic data have contributed to the development of linear and

non-linear hillslope sediment transport models ([52, 53, 51]). More recently, [54] and

[55] have developed the theoretical framework for development of non-local sediment

transport laws for hillslopes. However, development of geomorphic transport laws for

landslide dominated landscapes has been hindered by inherent logistical difficulties in

quantifying mass transport for these discrete events as well as difficulties in applying

mechanistic models because of the highly sensitive threshold response to infrequent, high

magnitude precipitation and seismic events. One critical step in the direction of better

landslide prediction is improved identification of landslide locations and the topographic

attributes associated with landslides.

Landslides are mass movements typically occurring on steep and/or mechanically

weak terrain with important long-term consequences for the geomorphic evolution of

landscapes and short-term consequences for the ecology of rivers and watersheds as

well as humans living in landslide-prone landscapes. Landslides are caused by the

exceedance of any of several thresholds (e.g. slope, rock competence, seismic tremors,

pore pressures, etc.) that govern the balance between driving and resisting forces. The

temporal and physical discontinuities associated with the discrete process of landslides

should be expected to impart a distinct statistical signature in the topography of a

landscape. This topographic signature can then be exploited to generate more objective,

automated procedures for mapping landslides, which is desirable for the generation of

landslide inventory maps and hazard assessments as well as validation of landscape

evolution models.

The availability of high resolution (≤ 1 m) Light Detecting and Ranging (LiDAR)
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Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) provides an opportunity to significantly enhance tech-

niques for landslide mapping. Traditional methods of landslide mapping, based on a

combination of air photo interpretation and ground verification, are time and effort

intensive, inherently subjective, and limited by environmental conditions such as vege-

tation and rugged terrain. New LiDAR-based methods range from visual interpretation

([56]) to statistical analysis of geomorphic attributes ([57, 58, 59, 60]). [57] used both

Fourier and Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) and obtained second order statistics

(Fourier and wavelet power spectra) to quantify the topographic signature of deep-seated

landslides for several basins in Oregon and Washington. They used the power spectra

derived for deep-seated landslide and non-landslide areas to obtain the spectral bands,

or characteristic scales, within which deep-seated landslides have occurred. They then

used an error index to determine the optimal cutoff threshold in the power spectra to

map the location of landslides.

In this paper, we develop and apply a different approach to isolate the distinct

statistical signature of landslides for several watersheds in northern California, and

investigate the extent to which these globally derived signatures can be used to locally

map landslides. A key innovation is the introduction of a new scale parameter, which we

term directed distance from the divide (`). We demonstrate that analysis of local slope

vs. directed distance and curvature vs. local slope conditioned on directed distance

offers powerful means for identifying the presence of landslides in a landscape. We

then consider the entire probability distribution of local slopes conditioned on directed

distance and show that selection of an appropriate threshold of local slopes facilitates the

localized mapping of landslides. We apply this methodology to three paired watersheds

in California and analyze the spatial distribution of different quantiles of the probability

density function (PDF) of local slope conditioned on ` to assess the accuracy of local

mapping. Finally, we perform a multiscale analysis of the contributing drainage areas

parameterized by directed distance from the divide and demonstrate that landslide-

disturbed landscapes exhibit reduced complexity and degree of multifractality in the

spatial organization of topography.

This paper is organized as follows. First, we describe our study area, which includes

one river basin that is dominated by landslides and two basins that do not contain
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landslides. Second, we propose a new scale parameter that allows us to study the distri-

bution of basin attributes as a function of distance from significant topographic divides,

defined simply as the locations from which streams of length ` originate. Third, we use

distance from the divide in conjunction with topographic attributes, such as slope and

curvature, to demonstrate the statistical signature of deep-seated landslides. Finally,

we perform a higher-order statistical analysis of the contributing area parameterized by

directed distance from the divide A(`) and demonstrate the presence of multi-scaling,

most simply explained as a non-linear trend in the way that the PDF of A(`) changes as

a function of `. The multi-scaling analysis discussed here, based on `, illustrates the rich

statistical structure in the spatial organization of topography and drainage pathways

within valleys and hillslopes. We show that this organization is different for landscapes

shaped by continuous (e.g. creep-dominated) versus discrete (e.g. landslide-disturbed)

geomorphic processes and in fact, landslides bring about a reduction of complexity and

more spatio-statistical “uniformity” (i.e. a narrower range of scaling exponents needed

to describe scaling) in drainage pathways.

3.3 Area of study and data description

We use three small (0.5 - 2.5 km2) sub-basins located within the South Fork Eel River

watershed, Mendocino County, northern California (Figure 3.1), to study the statistical

signature of landslides: Dark Canyon Creek, an unnamed tributary which we refer to

as TR6, and Skunk Creek (table 3.1). The South Fork Eel basin contains the Angelo

Coast Range Reserve, which has served as a field laboratory for intense, collaborative

research in stream ecology, geomorphology, and hydrology ([61, 62, 21, 63, 64, 65]).

One of the key datasets that is lacking from this intensely studied system is the range of

grain size distributions contributed from hillslopes to the fluvial network via the range

of geomorphic processes herein discussed.
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All three basins are underlain by the Tertiary-Cretaceous Coastal Belt Franciscan

clastic sedimentary rocks, primarily composed of arkosic sandstone, pebble conglomerate

and mudstone. Ridges tend to be formed by well-consolidated sandstone and conglom-

erate ([66, 67]). We recognize the commendable amount of effort invested and good

quality of previously generated landslide inventory maps for the study area ([66, 67]),

however the resolution of the maps is insufficient for any site-specific, quantitative anal-

ysis. Furthermore, recent observations from field and remote sensing data strongly

suggest that there is much opportunity to improve the accuracy and detail of previ-

ously published landslide inventory maps. Of our three study basins, the Skunk Creek

is heavily impacted by landslides while Dark Canyon and TR6 are largely devoid of

landslides.

We use the LiDAR topographic data (2.6 m average bare earth grid spacing, resam-

pled to 1m) for the South Fork Eel River collected in June 2004 and processed by the

National Center of Airborne Laser Mapping (NCALM). The data are freely available at

http://www.nacalm.org. A semi-automated code for computing the ensemble averages

and probability density functions for basin attributes is available upon request from the

authors using Matlab 2008b (The Mathworks, Inc).

Table 3.1: Properties of basin attributes of three tributary basins in South Fork Eel
river, CA. The outlet location is given with reference to North American 1983 datum
(NAD 83)

Basin Basin Total Main stream Average Average [X,Y] coordinate
name area relief length Elevation slope at the outlet

(km2) (m) (km) (m) (m/m) UTM Zone-10 (m)
Dark Canyon 2.524 374 1.682 586.6 0.637 [443264,4397783]

TR6 1.201 488 2.792 751.9 0.489 [447544,4396880]
Skunk Creek 0.540 349 1.310 586.6 0.435 [444726,4397983]
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Figure 3.1: (left) Eel river basin with three sub-basins: (top right) the Dark Canyon
basin, (middle right) the TR6 sub-basin, and (bottom right) Skunk Creek basin. Skunk
Creek basin is a landslide impacted landscape, Dark Canyon contains no landslides and
TR6 contains very few landslides.
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3.4 Directed distance as an indicator of geomorphic regime

transitions

In fluvial channels, drainage area is a useful scaling parameter because it is a proxy

for flow accumulation, which is the first order control on sediment transport in this

regime. Flow accumulation is an inherently non-local parameter insofar as it integrates

all that has occurred up-system of the location of interest (i.e. water contributed from

the entire drainage basin). Hillslope creep, in contrast, is primarily driven by gravity

and not by flow accumulation and therefore the sediment flux or the length traveled by

a particle per unit time are both inherently more sensitive to the local energy gradient

(often modeled as a diffusion-like gradient with distinct downslope directionality). For

this reason, sediment flux is directly related to the length the particle has traveled, not

the upslope contributing area, so directed distance from the divide is preferable as the

scaling parameter, compared to drainage area, for this part of the landscape.

Landslides typically start in slightly convergent valleys at length scales from the

ridge smaller than those corresponding to channelized areas. Representative flow-path

arrangements can be computed for hillslopes using the simple rule that flow follows

the slope of steepest descent. For the sake of computational efficiency, we make the

simplification that flow from one pixel will move into only one of the eight surrounding

pixels. Implications of this simplification have been discussed extensively by ([68]). Our

representative flow-path networks are also subject to the assumption that the vertical

error of the DEM is sufficiently small to generate realistic flow-paths that are indicative

of distinct process-based transport regimes, an assumption that is supported by the

analysis presented below. We also directly tested this assumption by analyzing the

flow-paths on a reconstructed DEM following wavelet-based compression. Flow-path

frequency and spatial arrangement, as well as geomorphic attributes as a function of `

, were consistent between the original and reconstructed DEMs (data not shown).

Here we propose that surface flow-path length measured from significant ridgelines

gives more direct access to differentiate between process-based regimes compared to

other geomorphic attributes. We further argue that geomorphic attributes conditioned

on flow-path geometry can reveal the signature of landscape disturbance, such as land-

slides. The most common conditions that lead to landslides include extreme local slope
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and high pore pressures, both of which are conditionally dependent on how flow-paths

are geometrically arranged as well as the distance they have traveled from ridgelines.

In this work, we introduce the new scale parameter called ‘directed distance from

the divide (` )’ and use it to study the hierarchical organization of flowpaths in the

hillslope, valley, and near-fluvial regimes of a river basin. The term “directed distance”

refers to the fact that the length is measured along the longest topographically delineated

flow-path beginning at the ridge. When two flow-paths converge, the shortest upstream

path is eliminated and the flow distance continues along the main path. We demonstrate

in the next section that if there is no process-based change in the rules governing the

organization of flowpaths, no scaling break is found in either the number of flowpaths or

the mean flowpath drainage area vs. directed distance from the divide. On the contrary,

a break in those scaling relationships, as found in real landscapes, is interpreted as a

change in geomorphic process that can be used to quantify the transition from divergent

hillslopes to convergent hillslopes to the channelized regime in real basins. We can then

use the probability distribution of basin attributes (e.g. local slope, contributing area,

curvature) conditioned on directed distance to identify landslides.

3.4.1 Simulated river networks

To illustrate the point that no scaling break is observed if the rules governing flow-

path arrangement do not change, we consider a Scheidegger directed random network

model ([35, 36, 30]). A Scheidegger network is a spanning tree graph that tracks flow

through a homogeneous spatial domain from source areas to the stream outlet. Here, we

simulate the Scheidegger network using a 1024 by 1024 lattice grid data set and assume

that water flows from the top to the bottom of the domain. The simple rule governing

flow direction, and therefore network geometry, is that flow-direction out of each grid

cell is chosen randomly between the two diagonal down-stream directions with equal

probability (Figure 3.2)

Periodic boundary conditions are imposed on the East and West boundaries, such

that water flowing off the grid on the East boundary re-enters the grid on the appropriate

row on the West boundary. We apply the standard flow-direction and flow accumulation

algorithm ([39, 40, 41, 28]) for all real and simulated river network extractions. A

delineated river network is shown in figure 3.2, where cells with directed distance values
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Figure 3.2: A typical Scheidegger directed random network model. (bottom) River
network delineated using a 1024x1024 grid lattice by randomly choosing a flow direction
either to right or left along the diagonal downstream direction, each with 0.5 probability.
The flow drains from the top of the page to the bottom. (top left) The number of flow-
paths normalized by the total number of pixels is plotted against the flow-length. The
exponent of the power law decay characterizes the flow-path convergence or bifurcation
ratio of the number of streams per unit length. (top right) Contributing area increases
with distance from the divide according to a power law with an exponent HA = 1.5.
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below 10 are white, values between 10 and 50 are shown in gray and values above 50

are shown in black.

We use two parameters to quantify the flow-path arrangement. The first parameter

is derived from the exponent of the power law relationship between the scale parameter

(`) and the number of streams N(`) with length equal to or greater than `:

N(`) ∝ `−γS (3.1)

where γS is the exponent of the power law decay of the flow-path lengths. The second

parameter HS is derived from Hack’s law ([2]), which describes the relationship between

flow-path length and its average contributing area computed as the ensemble average

for all flow-paths at directed distance `. The relationship can be written as:

〈A(`)〉 ∝ `−HS (3.2)

where is equal to the Hack exponent h as defined in Hack’s law ([2]). Because we impose

a consistent governing rule for flow-path arrangement, the scaling range is valid from

the source points to the outlet points and both of the above relationships were found

log-log linear as expected (Figure 3.2).

3.4.2 Real river networks

In real river networks, the flow-path arrangement reflects heterogeneity in geology, tec-

tonics, vegetation, climate, and other factors that influence geomorphic form and pro-

cesses. For that reason, the flow-path arrangements in natural landscapes tend to be

more heterogeneous compared to the simulated networks. More importantly, a system-

atic shift in process, which can be considered a change in the rules governing flow-path

arrangement, is represented as a break in the scaling relationships discussed above.

Figure 3.3 shows the number of flow-paths as a function of the scale parameter

as derived from 1 meter resolution LiDAR data of three tributary basins in the SF

Eel watershed in northern California: Dark Canyon, TR6, and Skunk Creek. In each

of the three basins we document three distinct regions (A, B, and C) of flow-path

arrangements as a function of directed distance (Table 4.2). The fact that all three

of the regimes are clearly represented in all three study basins indicates a generally

consistent overarching structure in landscape form and by inference, geomorphic and
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Figure 3.3: The number of flow-paths decreases with distance from the divide. Regions
B and C exhibit power law scaling.
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hydrologic processes. Two of the regions, B and C, demonstrate power law scaling.

The scaling exponent in region-B for Dark Canyon and TR6 are similar at 3.20

Table 3.2: Parameters for flowpath geometry in the simulated network and the three
real networks

Basin name Scaling range (m) Scaling exponent γ
Scheidegger total length 1.5

Dark Canyon 1-55 -
55-200 3.20
200-500 2.30

TR6 1-80 -
80-280 3.12
280-900 2.12

Skunk Creek 1-60 -
60-270 2.82
270-500 1.89

and 3.12, respectively. However, the scaling exponent in region-B for Skunk Creek is

significantly lower at 2.82. The scaling exponents for flow-path number as a function of

directed distance in region-C is 2.30 and 2.12 for Dark Canyon and TR-6, respectively,

and again Skunk Creek is significantly lower at 1.89. The scaling break observed near

the outlet (`max) of each basin is due to the finite scaling effect. More insight into

hillslope processes in regions A, B, and C can be obtained from analysis of the ensemble

averages of geomorphic attributes as a function of directed distance from the divide, as

discussed below. Scaling of contributing drainage area with distance from the divide

is consistent for all three basins (Figure 3.4). Three scaling regions are observed, as

indicated in vertical dashed lines, from 1-100 m, 100-300 m, and 400-`max , where lmax

is the maximum stream length. The observed scaling breaks approximately coincide

with the scaling breaks that have been observed for the number of flow-paths (Figure

3.3) as well as breaks in the relationship of with local slope, and curvature, as will be

discussed below. In region A, drainage area scales linearly with distance from the divide

(HA = 1.0) reflecting almost parallel flow-paths. In region B, the scaling exponent is 3.1,

indicating that drainage basin width is growing more rapidly than length. The scaling

exponent in region C (Hc = 1.8) is consistent with Hack’s law, as fluvial processes begin

to dominate.
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Figure 3.4: The ensemble average contributing drainage area as a function of distance
from the divide for the three study basins.

3.5 Topographic signature of landslides: average trends in

hillslope morphology

Erosion by landsliding occurs in spatially and temporally discrete events in contrast

to the more continuous process of hillslope creep. For that reason, landslides exert

local influence on terrain attributes such as slope, curvature, and contributing areas

over a region of influence around the landslides. Considering the physical processes

that trigger landslides (steep slopes, high water content and high pore pressures), the

highest occurrence rate of landslides can be expected in region B which is characterized
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Figure 3.5: The ensemble averages of curvature versus local slope, both conditioned on
directed distance from the divide, for Dark Canyon, TR6, and Skunk Creek. Changing
trends in the relationships are consistent with observations made of local slope as a
function of distance from the divide.
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by convergent flowpaths and steep slopes. However, it is important to note that other

factors, such as geology, tectonics and human modifications can also play a significant

role in the location of failures.

Figure 3.6 shows the ensemble averages of local slope as a function of directed

distance from the divide for Dark Canyon, TR6, and Skunk Creek. In region A, average

local slope increases with directed distance from the divide in all three study basins. This

signature reflects the divergent part of the hillslope where most prevailing flow-paths

are parallel or divergent. In region B, the ensemble average local slope decreases as a

function of directed distance, indicative of a transition to convergent flow accumulation

in this region. The rate of decrease in local slope is continuous and relatively similar in

Dark Canyon (0.35 slope units divided by 450 directed distance units equals a rate of

change of 7.8E-4m−1) and TR6 (6.4E-4m−1), though the ensemble average slope for any

given ` is approximately 20% lower in TR6 compared to Dark Canyon, which is likely a

result of underlying rock competence. The rate of decrease in local slope for region-B in

Skunk Creek is discontinuous, consistent with the dominant landsliding process in that

basin. In region-C, slope decreases as a function of directed distance in Dark Canyon and

TR6, but the rate of change is less than that in region-B, indicating a transition to the

fluvial channelized part of the landscape. However, in Skunk Creek, local slope reaches

a persistent minimum in the lower portion of region-B, where significant deposition has

generated a low-gradient area. Slope then increases as a function of directed distance

for region-C in Skunk Creek, as fluvial processes begin to dominate. It is notable that

all three basins approach an ensemble average local slope of 0.35 by ` = 500 m, which we

interpret as the approximate point of channel initiation in all three basins.

Since the relationship between local slope and directed distance in the landslide-

dominated Skunk Creek is highly variable within the region-B, we subdivide this region

into three parts along the direction of increasing directed distance: region-B1 (60-80 m

from the divide), region-B2 (80-180 m), and region-B3 (180-270 m). Region-B1 demon-

strates the same signature as that of the non-landslides basins (rate of change = 8.0E-4

m−1). However, regions B2 and B3 show very different ensemble averages and rates

of change of slope with distance from the divide compared to the non-landslide basins.

Region-B2 represents a constant, relatively high slope stretch, over a relatively narrow

(100 m long) band of topography. Tucker and Bras, (1998) simulate landscape evolution
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using a spatially uniform and non-uniform soil transmissivity and slope stability thresh-

old to simulate landslides and conclude that spatial variation in soil transmissivity does

not considerably change the average trend. They obtain a flat region similar to B2,

where the slope remains uniform with increasing drainage area, and argue that the pro-

cess transition from landslide to fluvial occurs at this slope, approximately 0.40-0.45,

which they term the “slope stability threshold”. Region-B3, extends from approxi-

mately 180 to 270 m from the divides in the unchannelized valleys. The average slope

in B3 decreases rapidly at a rate of 1.6E-3 m−1. This range reflects the depositional

zone of the landslide mass. At the end of B3, we observe the lowest slope in the range

of unchannelized valleys. Analysis of local curvature as a function of local slope,

both conditioned on directed distance from the divide yields trends consistent with the

observations discussed above (Figure 3.5). Slope and curvature are positively correlated

in region-A and negatively correlated in region-B in all three study basins. However,

the strength of the relationship between curvature and local slope is altered in each

of the three sub-regions B1, B2, and B3 in Skunk Creek, as a result of landslides. In

region-B1, the average slope decreases rapidly while curvature remains approximately

constant, similar to the relationship observed in Dark Canyon and TR6. In region-B2,

the slope remains constant, but curvature increases. In region-B3 the ensemble average

local slope decreases rapidly as the average curvature remains approximately constant.

In region-C, curvature is invariant with continually decreasing slope in Dark Canyon.

However, TR6 exhibits an increased rate of change in the anticorrelated relationship

between curvature and local slope in region-C compared to region-B. Contrary to either

of the other two basins, Skunk Creek exhibits a strong positive relationship between

curvature and local slope in region-C.

3.6 Mapping landslides

The analysis in section 4 is based on the ensemble averages of the geomorphic attributes

as a function of directed distance from significant drainage divides. This first order

statistic is useful to delineate transitions in geomorphic regimes. However, for any given

` there exists an entire probability distribution (PDF) of drainage areas, slopes, and

curvatures contributed from spatially distributed points throughout the basin, which
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can be exploited to locally map landforms. Figure 3.7 shows the PDFs of local slopes

for the entire range of regions A, B, and C for each of the study basins. A powerful

aspect of the method developed here is the ability to exploit any quantile of the PDFs

extracted for any range of ` values. Although this approach could be used to delineate

many different types of features, in this section we discuss the potential to locally map

landslides by exploiting the specific quantiles of the PDFs.

In the landslide dominated Skunk Creek, region-B2 corresponds to the interval in

which landslides are initiated and the surface expression of landslides is most prominent,

as evidenced by the ensemble averages (Figure 3.6). We hypothesized that the location

of landslides can be identified by mapping appropriately chosen quantiles of the local

slope PDFs for a fixed range of ` (80-180 m), and choosing only the quantiles that are

spatially coincident with landslide features. It is important to note that the range of

slopes that corresponds to landslide features for Skunk Creek is not portable to basins

with different environmental conditions (e.g. lithology, climate, tectonics); this must be

calibrated regionally. However, the method employed here can be used dynamically to

quickly and objectively isolate potential landslide features within a landscape.

We consider four different quantiles of the local slope (S) PDF within region-B2 to

map the spatial locations of landslides:

Quantile 1: S < µ,

Quantile 2: µ < S < µ+ 0.67 ∗ σ,

Quantile 3: µ+ 0.67 ∗ σ < S < µ+ 1.5 ∗ σ,

Quantile 4: µ+ 1.5 ∗ σ < S,

where µ is the mean and σ is the standard deviation of the local slope PDF. Figure

3.8 shows the spatial distribution of each of the quantiles discussed above with Q1

mapped in green, Q2 mapped in red, Q3 mapped in blue and Q4 mapped in black. All

pixels outside of the B2 interval are shown as the DEM basemap. Organizing the data

in this way allows us to ask the question of how each of these quantiles relate to features

associated with actual landslides. Because there is no landslide map available at the

appropriate resolution for Skunk Creek we depend primarily on our visual interpretation

of the LiDAR DEM for comparison to the automatically mapped landslides to determine

the appropriate threshold for delineating landslides.

Beginning with the entire B2 range, we can immediately eliminate all green pixels
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Figure 3.9: Locations mapped as potential landslides following primary selection based
on a slope criterion (Q2 or Q3 of the local slope PDF), as well as secondary selection
based on spatial connectivity (slopes in Q2 or Q3 for ranges `1 ,`2 , and `3).
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(Q1) from consideration for landslide scarps. Some portion of these green pixels may

correspond to small depositional areas, however there is little deposition occurring in

B2 and it can be assumed that the vast majority of these pixels simply correspond

to the relatively lower gradient, creep-dominated hillslopes. The highest slopes in the

distribution, mapped in black, correspond primarily to areas that are underlain by

mechanically strong rocks, rather than landslide scarps. Whereas this observation may

be helpful for geologic mapping, these pixels can largely be removed from consideration

in delineating landslide scarps. In fact, most of the features that appear to be landslide

scarps (headscarps or interior scarps) correspond to blue (Q3), and in some cases, red

pixels (Q4). This simple selection process greatly limits the area in which we need to

look for landslides. However, not all of the blue and red pixels are related to landslides.

It would be possible to further dissect our PDF and map a larger number of quantiles

to determine if a narrower range of slopes could be correlated to landslide scarps with

better precision, but other selection criteria are worth consideration.

We can further refine the number of cells identified as landslides by selecting cells

within Q2 and Q3 that exhibit spatial connectivity. The physical basis for this argument

relies on the notion that B2 is primarily erosional (i.e. not significantly depositional)

and landslide scarps formed in this part of the landscape tend to leave substantial,

continuous tracks of high slope. To accomplish this secondary selection, we split region-

B2 into three ranges (80m < ` < 113m, 114m < ` < 146m, and 147 < ` < 180) and

apply the rule to only highlight pixels that fall within Q2 or Q3 for all three ranges,

`1, `2, and `3. Flow-paths that contain pixels that do not fall within Q2 or Q3 for all

three ranges of ` are eliminated from consideration for landslide scarp identification.

Following this analysis of spatial clustering ([69]) we greatly reduce the number of

pixels mapped as landslides (Figure 3.9). The result is more coherent and consistent

with visual observations of landslide scarps in the landscape.

It is likely that some non-landslide pixels are still included in those highlighted

areas and it is possible that a few subtle landslides have been incorrectly eliminated

from consideration. However, many of the obvious landslide scarps in the upper parts

of the watershed are more clearly delineated and the mapped landslides generally match

features that resemble landslide scarps. In any case, this process has greatly reduced

the area of the landscape that needs to be inspected for landslides.
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3.7 Signature of landslides on the scaling of higher order

statistics: spatial heterogeneity

In this section, we introduce the multiscale framework to quantify how landslides sys-

tematically influence how the PDFs of A(`) change as a function of `. Figure 3.4

indicates similar log-log linear scaling of the mean of drainage area with directed dis-

tance for all three study basins throughout region-B. If landslides primarily work on

the extreme values, however, we should expect that their statistical signature should be

more distinct in the higher order statistical moments of A(`).

The higher order statistical moments describes the shape of the PDF of drainage

area as a function of ` and characterize how the shape of the PDF changes with scale

`. We compute the moment of order q of the contributing area at scale `, M(q, `) as:

M(q, `) = 〈A(`)〉q (3.3)

where 〈.〉 indicates the spatial ensemble average conditional on `. Here, the first statisti-

cal moment (q=1) is the mean and the second statistical moment (q=2) is a measure of

the spatial variability about the origin. If the mean as well as the higher order statistical

moments (e.g. q=2,3,.....) scale log-log linearly with the slope of those log-log linear

lines denoted as τ(q), one can write:

〈A(`)q〉 ∝ `τ(q) (3.4)

where τ(q) is a function representing the spectrum of scaling exponents which is in-

dependent of ` and depends only on the order of the moment q. If τ(q) is a linear

function of q, i.e.,τ(q) = qH, then the single exponent H characterizes how the whole

PDF of contributing areas changes as distance changes along the flowpaths. For such a

monoscaling system, if the Pl[A(`)] is the PDF of contributing area at scale `, then the

PDF at a scale `′ is given by ( [70, 71, 72]):

Pl′ [A(`′)] = (
`

`′
)−HP [(

`

`′
)−HA(`)] (3.5)

That is, the PDF at scale `′ is simply the original PDF normalized by a factor

( ``′ )
−H . However, if τ(q) is non-linear, more than one scaling exponent is required to

define how the PDFs of drainage areas change as a function of `, a phenomenon referred
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to as multiscaling. The non-linearity of τ(q) is a direct indicator of pronounced spatial

heterogeneity in how drainage areas (or flow-path arrangements) change as a function

of `. Landscapes that exhibit a higher degree of homogeneity in the way that basin area

scales with directed distance have a τ(q) that is closer to linear. Figure 3.10 shows a

non-linear (quadratic) relationship between τ(q) and q for region-B in all three basins,

indicating that more than one exponent is needed to describe the scaling properties.

However, Skunk Creek is slightly more linear compared to Dark Canyon and TR6,

indicating that landslides reduce the heterogeneity in the way that drainage area scales

with `.
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Figure 3.10: Spectrum of scaling exponents as a function of moment order (q=0.5 to 5)
of the drainage area PDF. Departure from linearity indicates multiscaling in how the
PDF of A(`) changes with ` .
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The scaling function τ(q) can be used to retrieve the topographic dimension D(H)

of the different scaling regions. The exact transformation between these two represen-

tations is given by the Legendre transform ([73, 74, 75]):

D(h) = min
q

[qh− τ(q) + 1] (3.6)

A linear τ(q) curve results in a single exponent H, which completely characterize

how the PDF of A(`) changes with ` throughout the basin, and implies the absences of

extreme spatial heterogeneity in a landscape. On the contrary, a highly non-linear τ(q)

curve implies a wide D(H) curve taht requires a range of scaling exponent (between Hmin

and Hmax) need to characterize how PDF of A(`) changes with ` throughout the basin.

Figure 3.11 illustrates that the number of scaling exponents needed to describe the area-

length relationship in Skunk Creek is compressed (i.e. the width of the distribution of

scaling exponents is narrower), relative to Dark Canyon and TR6. It is likely that the

difference between Skunk and the other two basins would be more dramatic if only the

landslide pixels (as defined by the two part selection process discussed in section 5) were

analyzed for multiscaling properties.

3.8 Conclusions

We have introduced a new scale parameter termed ‘directed distance from the divide” (`)

and a new methodology that permits analysis of distributions of geomorphic attributes

(e.g. slope, drainage area, curvature) as a function of distance from topographic divides.

It is shown that the ensemble averages of geomorphic attributes extracted using this

approach are useful for identifying transitions in geomorphic regime within a given basin

as well as in identifying differences in erosional process (discrete versus continuous pro-

cesses) among different basins. Here we have demonstrated that the landslide-dominated

Skunk Creek exhibits significantly different trends in ensemble averages of local slope

as a function of directed distance compared to two nearby basins that do not exhibit

landslides.

We exploit the PDFs of local slope as a function of ` to locally map landslides. In

Region-B2, where we argue landslides are most prevalent, we find that most landslide

headscarps correspond to the quantiles of the local slope PDF between the mean and 1.5
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Figure 3.11: Topographic dimension as a function of H for straight flow-paths, fluvially
dominated hillslopes in region-C, and all of region-B in all three basins.

standard deviations above the mean. However, based on aerial LiDAR interpretation we

observe that some fraction of the cells within that range do not correspond to landslides

and therefore consider spatial connectivity of pixels that fit with the range of quantiles

selected. This two step process results in good agreement between visual interpretation

and automated mapping of landslide locations. Because of the spatial heterogeneity

of slopes distributed across the landscape, some interpretation is needed, however this

approach can be quickly and objectively applied to greatly reduce the area that needs

to be considered for mapping landslides.

Lastly, we compute the higher order statistical moments to analyze how the PDF of
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A(`) changes as a function of `. All three study basins exhibit multiscaling, however the

range of exponents needed to describe the landslide-dominated Skunk Creek is narrower,

indicating that landslides homogenize, or simplify, flow-path arrangements and therefore

the way that area increases as a function of distance from the divide.



Chapter 4

Tributary Clustering and the

Incremental Area Function.

62
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4.1 Abstract

We examine a different formulation of Hack’s law (a power law relationship between

basin area and mainstream length) which looks at the probabilistic structure of drainage

area as one moves downstream along the mainstream of a basin. The proposed formula-

tion directly reflects the branching structure of the river network and the contribution of

hillslopes and side tributaries and leads to a new function which we call Incremental Area

Function (IAF). We document the presence of statistical self-similarity (multifractality)

in the IAF with a high intermittency coefficient, reflecting the extreme contributions

and clustering of tributaries. We propose a multiplicative cascade model, parameter-

ized in terms of basin-specific properties, to statistically simulate the IAF along the

mainstream. Finally, we point out the relation between IAF and the widely used width

function of a basin and show how the latter can be constructed from the former via a

convolution on the self-similar structure of a tree.

Keywords: Width function, multifractals, tributaries, river basins, networks, cascades,

intermittency, Hack’s law
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4.2 Introduction

Hack’s law [2] explores the functional relationship between mainstream length and con-

tributing area, i.e.,

A(`) ∼ `θ (4.1)

where ` is the length along the mainstream from the divide to the outlet and A(`)

is the contributing area of a basin. The documented values of θ vary between 1.4

- 2.2 [44], a deviation from the value of 2 expected from pure geometric similarity.

Hack’s law has been applied mainly in two contexts: (1) regional context, where the

contributing area and the mainstream length are measured in non-overlapping basins

([2, 76], (2) intra-basin context, where different subbasins are embedded in a larger

basin ([5, 44]). Typically, both of these formulations are applied in an average sense

[e.g. exponents determined via a log-log linear regression) or in a statistical sense in

which the probability distribution functions (pdfs) of lengths and areas are considered

and scaling in more than the first statistical moment is quantified ([20]). None of

the existing formulations explores the effect of abrupt fluctuations (sudden changes in

contributing area) introduced by side tributaries at network junctions. This sudden

change of contributing area at tributary junctions happens over a small length scale

and the spatial distribution (locations) of those areas along the mainstream reflects

the branching topology of the river network. The recent availability of high resolution

digital terrain data (1m resolution from LiDAR) offers the opportunity to study in

detail the structure of the contributing areas as one moves downstream the mainstream

both in terms of its high frequency (abrupt change) and low frequency (average trend)

characteristics.

The importance of exploring the incremental drainage area along the mainstream of a

basin is two-fold. First, this incremental area directly relates to the spatial heterogeneity

of the fluxes (water, sediment and nutrient) laterally contributing along the mainstream.

Previous studies have documented that sudden tributary influx of sediments onto the

mainstream changes its longitudinal profile over time, and influences channel size and

bed morphology, bed material size and riparian vegetation (e.g.,[77, 18, 78, 79, 80].

Second, tributary junctions are important transition points in terms of eco-hydrological

functioning, as they affect the flow of energy and species performance with important
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implications for the development of food webs (e.g.,[81, 82, 83, 19].

In this paper, we introduce a different formulation of Hack’s law focusing on the

incremental contributing area A(δ`) as a function of incremental length δ` along the

mainstream. We denote this function as “Incremental Area Function” (IAF). We ex-

plore the statistical properties of this function and show that it exhibits stochastic

self-similarity (multifractality), carrying thus the signature of the river network topol-

ogy. We present results for three river basins and point the connection of IAF to the

well-studied width function of a basin.

The paper is structured as follows. In the next section, a description of the three

basins analyzed is given and details on the extraction of the Incremental Area Function

are provided. In section 3, the multifractal analysis methodology is presented in a brief

but self-contained way. In section 4, the results of the multifractal analysis of the IAFs

of the three basins are presented and interpreted. In section 5, the relation between the

IAF and the width function of a basin is established and demonstrated via an example.

In section 6, a stochastic generator of IAF is proposed based on multiplicative cascades

and an example is given to illustrate the methodology. Finally, concluding remarks are

presented in section 7.

4.3 Basins analyzed and extraction of IAF

The IAF function is extracted from 1m LiDAR digital elevation model (DEM) data

sets. The extraction is performed by following the largest flow accumulation along the

longest flowpath from divide to the outlet. The flow accumulation is computed using

the simplest eight-cell neighbors-based D8 flow-direction estimation algorithms ([28]),

that is, by accumulating the contributing area along the steepest descent slopes. A

hydrologically-corrected DEM is used by filling the flat and pit pixels ([39, 40, 84]) in

the DEM. We initially demarcate the longest flowpath of the basin. We start at the ridge

line of the longest flowpath and a distance function is computed along the mainstream

from the ridge line to the basin outlet. Then, we extract the incremental contributing

area along the mainstream from distance ` = 0, denoting the ridge line, to the distance

at the basin outlet. The IAF is extracted at 1m apart distances as we move downstream

along the mainstream, thus, it depicts the lateral contribution of the tributary basins
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Figure 4.1: The South Fork Eel River basin (area of 354km2, dot indicates the outlet of
the basin) and two of its subbasins the Elder tributary basin (17km2) and TR6 basin
(2km2) are shown. The SF Eel River basin is located in Northern California as shown
in the map.
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and the clustered flowpaths joining from the right and left valleys down to the meter

scale. At each tributary junction, the IAF function demonstrates a sudden fluctuation

at an infinitesimally small length scale.

Three basins were used in this analysis. These are the South Fork Eel river basin

(area of 354km2 and mainstream length L = 56.6km) and two of its tributaries, the

Elder Creek basin (area of 17km2 and L = 11.2km) and a subbasin of Elder known

at TR6 (area of 2km2 and L = 2.8km). These basins are shown in Figure 4.1. The

average gradient (total relief divided by total length) of the SF Eel basin is 0.0097,

of the Elder creek 0.0852 and of the TR6 basin is 0.2083. Other physiographic and

geologic characteristics of those basins can be found in ([85, 86]). The incremental area

functions (IAF) were computed for these basins and are shown (in normalized axes) in

Figure 4.2. Figure 4.3 shows all the subbasins of the SF Eel river basin that contribute

directly to the mainstream, i.e., these are the basins that form the spikes in the IAF.

The arrows depict the areas that contributed to three specific incremental areas one of

which is the largest incremental area that is contributed from the Elder creek tributary

at a downstream distance of approximately 32.4km from the basin divide. Looking at

the IAF signal of Figure 4.2, it is interesting to ask the question as to what statistical

characteristics this signal possesses. For example, does it exhibit a self-similar (fractal)

behavior? Is this self-similarity invariant of basin size? How does this fractal behavior

relate to the fractality of another well-studied function, i.e., the area or width function

of a basin?

Figure 4.4 shows the Fourier power spectra of the IAFs of Figure 4.2. One can

observe power law spectra with slopes approximately -2 (variation between -2 and -

2.1). This implies a fractality, or scale invariance, that is imprinted in those signals

from the fractal topology of the river network structure. While this is interesting, the

second order statistical moment does not say much about the extreme fluctuations and

especially it does not address the possible scale invariance in the nesting of larger and

smaller tributaries. For that, we need analysis of higher order statistical moments with

appropriate filtering. Before the results of this analysis are presented, we give a brief

summary of the methodology we used.
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Figure 4.2: Incremental area functions (IAFs) of the (top left) South Fork Eel river
basin, (top right) Elder Creek basin, and (bottom panel) TR6 basin. The IAFs have
been normalized (by the total mainstream length and the total contributing area)
for comparison purposes. The mainstream lengths from the divides to the outlet are
56.6km, 11.2km, and 2.8km, respectively for the SF-Eel, Elder and TR6 basins.
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normalized incremental area 

Figure 4.3: South Fork Eel River basin with all its tributaries draining directly to
the main channel shown. For illustration purposes, we have indicated the two largest
tributaries (shaded) and their mapping as large spikes in the Incremental Area Function.
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Figure 4.4: Power spectra of the Incremental Area Functions of the (top) South Fork
Eel, (middle) Elder Creek, and (bottom panel) TR6 basins. The spectral slope β is in
the range of 2.02 - 2.13.
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Figure 4.5: The cumulative area function is plotted for South Fork Eel, Elder Creek,
and TR6 basins. The axes are normalized by the total mainstream length and total
contributing area. The jump in the functions indicates major tributaries. The horizontal
arrows indicate the values of the normalized cumulative contributing areas used to derive
the weights of the pentanomial cascade generator.
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4.4 Multiscale analysis of IAF

4.4.1 Preliminaries

A multifractal (MF) function can be seen as a collection of local singularities (spikes),

whose strength is characterized by the Hölder exponent. The local Hölder exponent

h(x0) at location x0 is defined as (e.g.,[43]:

|f(x)− f(x0)| ∼ A|x− x0|h(x0) (4.2)

for |x− x0| ≤ ε. This definition holds for 0 ≤ h ≤ 1 but is easily extended to h > 1 by

appropriate filtering (e.g., see[87], and also [88]). It is easy to see that a small value of

h indicates a more irregular function (h = 0 corresponds to a discontinuity, e.g., a step

function), while a larger value of indicates a smoother function. For a MF function, the

local Hölder exponent h(x0) are spatially distributed on interwoven fractal sets:

S(h) = {x0 : h(x0) = h} (4.3)

where S(h) is the collection of points with Hölder exponent h. An efficient way to

characterize MF functions is by using the Hausdorff dimension of the subsets S(h)

(e.g.,[89]), i.e.,

D(h) = DimHS(h) (4.4)

The function D(h) is called the singularity spectrum and characterizes the degree and

strength of all singularities present in the signal f(x).

Monofractal functions have the same degree of singularity throughout their support

and thus the Hölder exponent takes the same value H everywhere. In this case, the

singularity spectrum reduces to a single point: D(h) = 1 if h = H and D(h) = −∞ if

h 6= H. For MF functions D(h) spans a range of Hölder exponents from [hmin to hmax]

and the “width” of D(h) is a measure of the heterogeneity of the singularities present

in the signal.

4.4.2 Estimation of D(h) via continuous wavelet transform

D(h) is estimated from the statistics of the local fluctuations of the function at different

scales a and at different locations xo. As extensively discussed in [88] and [90], there are
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several advantages in using wavelet filtering to define the local fluctuations of a function.

In fact, a wavelet-based MF analysis provides a robust framework for the estimation

of D(h) which encompasses both the box counting method (adequate for stationary

measures) and higher order differencing for non-stationary functions for which first-

order increments do not remove trends present in the signal. Pitfalls that can arise

from the selection of inappropriate filtering and example applications to known signals

can be found in [90]. In this work, we adopt the wavelet-based MF formalism for

the estimation of D(h), which is briefly summarized below. Let the increments of the

function f(x) at a scale and location xo be defined as:

δ(x0, a) =
∫
R

ψx0,a(x)f(x)dx (4.5)

where ψxo,a(x) is a scale-dilated and shifted version of the mother wavelet ψo(x)

ψxa,a(x) =
1
|a|
ψ0

(
x− x0

a

)
(4.6)

It is noted that the mother wavelet has at least one vanishing moment (by definition of

wavelets), i.e.,
∫
ψ0(x)dx = 0, acting thus as a differencing filter. However, by choosing

wavelets with higher order vanishing moments, i.e.,
∫
xkψ0(x)dx = 0 for 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1

the removal of degree N polynomial trends from the signal is possible (e.g.,[91]). A

commonly used wavelet for MF analysis is the first and second order derivative of a

Gaussian function, defining thus generalized first and second order increments of the

signal (e.g., see Figure 4.1 of [88] for a plot of those wavelets).

Having computed the increments, or multiresolution coefficients δ(x0, a), of a signal,

the next step is to compute the so-called partition function (or generalized structure

function) S(q, a) defined as:

S(q, a) = 〈|δ(x0, a)q|〉 (4.7)

where 〈.〉 stands for expectation. For a multifractal signal

S(q, a) ∼ aτ(q) (4.8)

which defines the τ(q) curve, or spectrum of scaling exponents, indexed by the moment

order q. The MF formalism states that τ(q) and D(h) relate via a Legendre transform

(e.g.,[43]):

D(h) = min
q

[qh− τ(q) + 1] (4.9)
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Note that if a signal is monofractal (D(h) = 1 at h=H ), the scaling exponents vary

linearly with the order of the moment, i.e., τ(q) = qH. In contrast, if the singularity

spectrum takes finite values on an interval [hmin,hmax], the scaling exponents τ(q) define

a nonlinear function of q.

4.4.3 Estimation of D(h) via wavelet transform modulus maxima

From the Legendre transform, in the case of a continuously differentiable τ(q), it follows

that:

q =
d

dh
(D(h)) (4.10)

Thus, it is noted that the falling limb of D(h)(where d
dh(D(h)) < 0), can only be

estimated from the negative moments (q < 0) of the fluctuations. However, computing

negative statistical moments of pdfs that have mass concentrated at zero (such as the

pdfs of fluctuations) leads to divergence problem (e.g., see[87]). To be able to compute

negative statistical moments and estimate the complete singularity spectrum, [92] and

[93] proposed to use the wavelet transform modulus maxima (WTMM) method, i.e.,

concentrate on the lines formed by following the maxima of the wavelet coefficients

across scales and thus following the same singularity from the lowest scale to higher

and higher scales. For details on this estimation, the reader is referred to the original

publications ([92, 93, 94, 88]). As defined for the Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT),

one can define a partition function Z(q, a) for the WTMM skeleton using its maxima

lines as follows:

Z(q, a) =
∑
`∈L(a)

|Tψ[f ](x, a)|q (4.11)

where q is the moment order, and L(a) is the set of all maxima lines ` that satisfy:

` ∈ L(a), if∀a′ ≤ a,∃(x, a′) ∈ ` (4.12)

In other words, the summation at each scale a is done not over all points x but only

over well-defined points that significantly contribute to the singularity at that point.

In the next section, the MF formalism is applied on the three IAFs using CWT

and WTMM analysis. In implementing the WTMM estimation of D(h), numerical

instabilities that can arise when the maximum value of the modulus of the wavelet

transform is very small and negative moments q are taken, divergence in the computation
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of Z(q, a) for negative values of q has been avoided by using the supremum (sup) values

along the corresponding maxima lines. This method, called “WTMM with sup” is

explained in detail in ([88, 93, 94]).

It is also noted that the inability of the “WTMM with sup” methodology to access

negative singularities (h < 0) [see section 2.4 of [88] for details] can be circumvented by

working with the cumulative (or integral) of the signal of interest. Since integration adds

1 to the singularities of the signal, i.e., it shifts D(h) to the right by 1, the singularities of

the original signal can be recovered by shifting to the left by 1 the D(h) curve obtained

by analysis of the cumulative signal. The cumulative IAF curves for the three basins

are shown in Figure 4.5. Even visually, one can see that they exhibit the hallmark of

fractality (Devil’s Staircase) where sudden jumps of all sizes in the magnitude of the

signal occur at different locations of the signal support. It is exactly the size of these

jumps and their spatial distribution in the signal that the MF analysis tries to quantify.

4.5 Results of MF analysis of IAFs

Before applying the wavelet-based methodologies for the estimation of the multifractal

properties of the IAFs, it is instructive to visually inspect the Continuous Wavelet

Transform (CWT) and the Wavelet Transform Modulus Maxima (WTMM) of these

functions. Figure 4.6 shows the CWT and the WTMM of the IAFs of the three analyzed

basins. On the WTMM plots, the IAFs have been superimposed to illustrate how

a large spike in the IAF contributes to a maxima line in the WTMM plot at that

same point which has significant energy over a large range of scales (the WTMM line

extends from small scales to very large scales). The CWT analysis computes at each

scale the statistical moments of all the wavelet coefficients, while the WTMM analysis

concentrates only on the wavelet coefficients on the maxima lines.

Figure 4.7 (left) shows the log-log plots of the partition functions Z(q, a) as a function

of scale a, for moment orders q = −3 to q = +3 in increments of 0.5, computed from

the WTMM coefficients. The slopes of those log-log plots have been computed and

used to construct the τ(q) vs. q curves in Figure 4.7 (middle column plots). Notice

that the τ(q) curve is a nonlinear function of q implying multifractality. The Legendre

transforms of the τ(q) curves, which form the spectra of singularities D(h) curves, have
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Modulus Maxima (WTMM) skeletons on the right for the IAFs of the South Fork Eel,
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24, 21, and 20 are superimposed.
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been computed and are shown in Figure 4.7 (right plots).

Table 4.1: Multifractal properties of IAF functions for the South Fork Eel, Elder Creek,
and TR6 river basins and a synthetic IAF (see text for definitions )

Basin Spectral slope Mainstream length Scaling range Most frequent (hmin, hmax) c2
(km) (m) 〈H〉

SF Eel 2.02 56.6 2-1024 1.46 (0.00, 1.90) 0.56
Elder 2.05 11.2 2-512 1.34 (0.00, 2.00) 0.58
TR6 2.13 2.8 2-256 1.27 (0.00, 2.00) 0.63

Synthetic 2.01 50.0 2-1024 1.46 (0.49, 1.80) 0.50
network

Table 4.1 summarizes the results of the MF analysis, namely, the scaling range, the

most frequently occurring singularities (the value 〈H〉 at which the maximum of D(h)

occurs), hmin and hmax, as well as the coefficients c1 and c2 obtained by assuming a

quadratic approximation of the τ(q) curve, i.e.,τ(q) = c1q + 1
2c2q

2. In this sense, c1 is

close to the value of 〈H〉 as it is dominated by the most frequently occurring singularity

and c2, called the intermittency coefficient, depicts the spatial heterogeneity of the

singularities (or spread of the D(h) curve).

It is interesting to note that the scaling range extends from scales of 2m up to 1km

for the South Fork Eel river, 2m to 0.5km for the Elder Creek, and 2m to 0.25km for

the TR6 basin. In TR6, the smallest basin, the scaling range extends over a length scale

of the order of 1/10 of the mainstream length, in the Elder Creek basin, 1/20 of the

mainstream length and in the largest South Fork Eel River, the scaling range extends to

a length scale of the order of 1/50 of the mainstream length. This suggests that when

the mainstream length increases, the scaling range does not increase as fast (note that

this ratio would be constant for subbasins of a perfectly fractal branching network).

Generally, the reduction of the scaling range as a function of the mainstream length

suggests that the larger basins are constrained to more anisotropic forcing possibly

arising from geological controls.

The estimated Hölder exponents range from zero (discontinuities at the location of

very large tributaries) to approximately 2 (signifying a very smooth IAF at the locations

of direct hillslope contributions). Interestingly, the most frequent Holder exponent 〈H〉
and the intermittency coefficient c2 do not change significantly with the size of the
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basin, ranging between 1.27 to 1.47 and 0.63 to 0.56, respectively, for the three basins

analyzed (smallest to largest). A lower 〈H〉 and a higher intermittency coefficient c2 is

documented for the smallest TR6 basin signifying a slightly more clustered tributary

arrangement in that steeper basin. An analysis of a larger number of basins may reveal

systematic differences in the structure of the IAFs according to geologic and other

constraints and could form the basis of a classification scheme for concisely capturing

the heterogeneity of tributary influence to the mainstream fluxes of a river basin.

4.6 Generation of the width function from the IAF

The IAF is a one-dimensional function which summarizes the two-dimensional branch-

ing structure of the river network as mapped onto incremental network areas along

the mainstream. Another well-known one-dimensional function which summarizes the

branching structure of the river basin is the width function W (x). The width function

is defined as the number of flowpath pixels (often normalized by the total number of

pixels or the size of basin) at a flow distance 0 ≤ x ≤ L from the basin outlet, where

L is the mainstream length (see [95]). (Literally, this is the so-called area function but

we use herein the width and area functions interchangeably; e.g., see [90] for formal

definitions of these two functions.) It is interesting to ask whether IAF (x) and W (x)

are related to each other and how. In this section, we show that W (x) can indeed be

reconstructed by an iterative process on the IAF (x) along the river network.

We start with the IAF (x) for the South Fork Eel as shown in Figure 4.2 (top

plot, apart from stretching the horizontal axis back to its native scale of 6 × 104m).

At each location 0 ≤ x ≤ L along the mainstream, we “convert” the incremental

contributing area to an equivalent length using the relationship, A ∼ `θ where θ = 1.70

for A ≥ 1 × 10−1km2 (channelized subbasins draining to the mainstream), θ = 3.10

for 1 × 10−1 ≥ A ≥ 1 × 10−4km2 (corresponding to convergent parts, of the hillslope

draining directly to the mainstream) and θ = 1.00 for A ≤ 1× 10−4km2 (corresponding

to planar or divergent parts of the hillslope). These values are based on the analysis of

drainage area vs. directed distance from the divide for these basins (see Gangodagamage

et al., 2009 JGR under review). It is noted that the effect of the exponents converting

areas to length for the very small contributing areas corresponding to non-channelized
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parts of the basin is not an issue of concern here as the iterative process pertains

mostly to the larger tributaries for which the Hack’s area-length relationship applies

(exponent θ = 1.70; see also discussion in section 6). This step results in a rudimentary

“width function” as shown in Figure 4.8 (top row plots). At the location of the IAF at

which the largest tributary is joining, we impose on that tributary its own IAF (x) (see

schematic representation in Figure 4.8, mid row right plot) and iterate once to refine

the initial width function. For example, here we use the IAF for the TR6 basin to

refine the rudimentary width function of the Elder Creek basin and subsequently the

IAF of the Elder Creek basin to further refine the width function of the South Fork

Eel. In that way, we compute revised width functions for those basins by convolving

their initial rudimentary width functions (obtained directly by the IAFs) with those

of their major subbasins. The result of the convolution is shown in Figure 4.8 (middle

row plots). This process can be repeated hierarchically for other subbasins leading each

time to a refinement of the initial width functions to obtain, after many iterations, a

close approximation to the real width functions as shown in Figure 4.8 (bottom row).

One can argue that instead of applying the real IAF (x) for each subbasin in that

convolution process, one can either apply geometrically scaled versions (rescaled exact

duplicates) of the mainstream IAF for all subbasins or use the multiscaling properties

of the IAF reported here to generate synthetic versions of the IAFs. The later would

account for the natural variability in a landscape while preserving the general hierar-

chical clustering of tributaries. Such an approach would require a stochastic simulator

of IAFs such that not only its multifractal properties are preserved but also other con-

straints imposed by the river network and shape of the river basin are satisfied. In the

next section, we present such a stochastic simulator of IAF .

4.7 A potential cascade as stochastic IAF generator

Generating a measure (positive function) that reproduces a desired multifractal spec-

trum has been the subject of considerable research over the past decade in a variety

of fields, including turbulence, rainfall, width functions, etc. (see [96, 97, 98, 99]among

others). The most typical MF model is the multiplicative cascade which splits a mass
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from the initial support to smaller and smaller supports in a multiplicative manner us-

ing appropriately chosen weights. A binomial cascade which splits the mass dyadically

is the most common cascade. Such a generator, however, is not able to preserve specific

desired features of a signal such as, for example, the buildup and dissipating stages of

a storm or the specific form of the width function of a basin which has most of its mass

concentrated in the middle part of the signal (due to the shape of river basins). Modifi-

cations of the typical cascade models have been proposed to incorporate such physically

imposed features in a signal, such as for example the event-specific wavelet-based mul-

tiplicative cascade model proposed for rainfall by [100] or the iterative random pulse

model proposed by [98] for width functions.

The constraint imposed by the IAF (x) structure on the stochastic generator is that

no tributary basin entering the mainstream at location x from the outlet can have length

greater than x (if that were the case, the mainstream would have to be redefined as to

follow the largest flow path in the drainage basin). This constraint is not reproduced

by a binary cascade generator. Here we propose the use of a pentanomial cascade (i.e.,

the support is split in five equal parts at every iteration, see schematic in Figure 4.9)

whose weights are determined by the cumulative IAF (x). This is depicted in Figure

4.5 which shows the cumulative IAF in normalized axes for the three analyzed basins.

We suggest deriving the weights of the pentanominal cascade as follows:

p1 = A(0.2)
Atotal

, p2 = A(0.4)−A(0.2)
Atotal

, p3 = A(0.6)−A(0.4)
Atotal

, p4 = A(0.8)−A(0.6)
Atotal

, p5 = 1 − A(0.8)
Atotal

where A(.) denotes the total contributing area at normalized distance (.) from the outlet.

Figure 4.10 (top row left) shows a MF signal generated by a pentanomial cascade

with weights p = [0.06, 0.20, 0.25, 0.41, 0.08] (chosen in agreement with the cumulative

area plot of the three basins; see Figure 4.5) and Figure 4.10 (top row right) shows the

cumulative area resulting from that cascade in relation to the cumulative areas of the

three analyzed basins. The scaling (in terms of average drainage area) of the synthetic

IAF and the real ones is shown in Figure 4.10 (bottom). As can be seen, the proposed

model reproduces the average drainage area-length relationship of A ∼ `1.7 found from

the real basins. The discrepancy between the generated cascade area-length relationship

and those of the real basins for small scales (length scales smaller than 300 m) is to be

expected as the exponent of 1.7 (Hack’s law) is only valid within the channelized part of

the river network. (Recall that in converting the areas to length scales in the previous
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section the exponent 1.7 was used only for areas larger than A ≥ 1 × 10−1km2 which

corresponds to length scales of the order of 300m).

In terms of higher order moments (the full spectrum of singularities) it is noted that

the proposed cascade is a MF with τ(q) curve given as ([43]):

τ(q) =
ln(pq1 + pq2 + ....+ pq5)

ln(1/5)
(4.13)

The support of theD(h) spectrum is in the interval [hmin, hmax] with hmin = mini(−log5pi)

and hmax = max(−log5pi). It is noted that the pentanomial cascade provides flexibility

in reproducing the minimum and maximum singularities hmin, hmax found in the IAFs

by specifying the min and max weights of the cascade. Figure 4.11 shows the τ(q)

curve (right top plot), the D(h) spectrum (bottom left plot), and the power spectrum

(bottom right plot) for the synthetic IAF curve. A comparison of the D(h) curves of

the three real basins and the synthetic IAF is seen in Figure 4.12. Notice that the syn-

thetic IAF does not reproduce as well the minimum singularity estimated from the real

basin IAFs as the chosen maximum weight of 0.41 constrains the minimum singularity

of the synthetic IAF to a value of approximately 0.5. Further tuning of this estimation

is possible but it is beyond the scope of this paper.

Table 4.2: The probabilistic mass of each 0.2 normalized length from i = 0 to 1 for SF
Eel, Elder Creek, and TR6 basins is shown. The chosen weights for the deterministic
cascade generation are shown in the last row.

Probabilistic mass in each 0.2 normalized mainstream length
0.0− 0.2 0.2− 0.4 0.4− 0.6 0.6− 0.8 0.8− 1.0

Basin (i=1) (i=2) (i=3) (i=4) (i=5)
SF Eel 0.12 0.20 0.28 0.33 0.07
Elder 0.06 0.18 0.30 0.32 0.10
TR6 0.05 0.22 0.36 0.34 0.14

Prob. Weight 0.06 0.20 0.25 0.41 0.08
(pi)
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4.8 Conclusions

In this paper we have examined the hierarchical properties of river networks via a new

one-dimensional function which reflects the branching of the river network. We called

this function “Incremental Area Function” (IAF ), 0 ≤ x ≤ L where L is the length

of the mainstream and x = 0 corresponds to the ridge line. The IAF (x) denotes the

(incremental) contributing area draining at the vicinity of location x, i.e., in the stream

length (x−∆/2, x+ ∆/2) along the mainstream where ∆x is the “scale” or resolution

at which the mainstream is considered. This function has direct relevance to the spatial

heterogeneity with which environmental fluxes (water, sediments, pollutants etc.) enter

the mainstream of a river basin. It reflects the hierarchical organization of the river

network in a different way than the well known width function.

The main results of this paper are: (1) we characterized the self-similar properties of

the IAF for three basins of a wide range of sizes (2km2 to 354km2) and documented the

presence of multiscaling: the average properties were found to obey the well-established

Hack’s law while a pronounced degree of spatial heterogeneity in the clustering of trib-

utaries entering the mainstream was documented via a wide spectrum of singularities;

(2) we proposed a stochastic generator for the IAF (x) based on a pentanomial cascade

with weights reflecting the general shape of the basin; and (3) we demonstrated that the

IAF (x) and the width function W (x) of a basin relate to each other and the W (x) can

be seen as a convolution of the IAF (x) with itself on the self similar structure of a tree.

Although in this study some differences were observed in the spatial heterogeneity of

branching between very small (2km2) and larger basins (250km2), much more analysis

has to be undertaken to document systematic differences and size-dependence vs. other

climatic, geologic, and tectonic controls that determine landscape dissections.

The ability to map the two-dimensional branching structure of a river network into

the 1-D width function W (x) has been proven useful as for example in flood regionaliza-

tion ( e.g.,[101], river basin classification ( e.g.,[90]), and characterization of vegetation

cover hierarchy within a basin (e.g., [102]). The proposed IAF (x) presents a different

1-D function which summarizes the two-dimensional branching structure of the river

network as mapped onto incremental areas along the mainstream. As such, it gives

more direct access to the hierarchical clustering of larger and smaller tributaries as they
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alternate to contribute to the downstream fluxes in the mainstream of a river basin.

Junctions of tributaries are important bottlenecks for floods, points of sudden increase

in sediments, and points of significant morphologic and ecologic transitions ([18, 19])

and their hierarchical clustered structure deserves focused attention.
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Figure 4.7: (left panels) Partition functions (of order q = -3 to 3 in increments of 0.5)
vs. scale in log-log plots computed using the WTMM coefficients; (middle panels) the
scaling exponents spectra τ(q); and (right panels) the singularity spectrum D(h) for the
three IAFs of mainstreams of South Fork Eel, Elder Creek, and TR6 basins (top to
bottom).
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Figure 4.8: The top row shows the “rudimentary width functions” for the three basins
obtained from the IAFs by a simple convertion of areas to lengths. The corresponding
width functions after 2 iterations for the SF Eel and Elder creek basins are shown in the
second row, while the independently derived width functions using directly the LiDAR
data for those basins are shown at the bottom row. The schematic to the right illustrates
the iterative convolution process for the generation of the W (x) from the IAF (x).
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Figure 4.9: Schematic of pentanomial cascade used to model the Incremental Area
Function (IAF ).
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measured from source points in a log-log plot (bottom panel). The documented scaling
exponent 1.7 agrees with the exponents of the three basins (SF Eel, Elder, and TR6)
for length scales corresponding to channelized parts of the river basins.
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Figure 4.11: Multifractal properties of the synthetically generated IAF. A deterministic
cascade with five bases and weights p=[0.06, 0.20, 0.25, 0.41, 0.08] was used for the
synthetic IAF. Here shown are:(top left) partitioning function of order q=-3.0 to 3.0
using CWT, (top right) scaling exponents spectrum, (bottom left) singularity spectrum
and (bottom right) Fourier power spectrum.
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5.1 Abstract

Landscapes have been shown to exhibit numerous scaling laws from Horton’s laws to

more sophisticated scaling in topography heights, river network topology and power laws

in several geomophic attributes. In this paper, we introduce a different way of examining

landscapes focusing on the “river corridor width” (lateral distance from the centerline of

the river to the left and right valley walls at a fixed height above the water surface) as one

moves downstream. The question we pose is whether the river corridor width function

exhibits any distinct statistical scaling properties which can be used to: (a) discriminate

among different valley morphologies, (b) suggest the nature of the underlying valley

forming mechanisms, and (c) form a metric for validating landscape evolution models.

We establish that the river corridor width function of a mountainous river exhibits

a rich multiscale statistical structure (anomalous scaling), akin to turbulent velocity

fluctuations, which varies distinctly across physical boundaries. We interpret this finding

as reflecting the presence of nonlinear local dissipation mechanisms in valley formation

which are much more intermittent in alluvial valleys than bedrock valleys.
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5.2 Introduction

“Why are scaling laws of such distinguished importance? The answer is that scaling

laws never appear by accident. They always manifest a property of the phenomenon

of basic importance . . . This behavior should be discovered, if it exists, and its absence

should also be recognized.”

Barenblatt (2003) [103]

A piece of landscape can be analyzed in several ways. One way is to analyze the

statistical properties of the topography heights h(x, y) and related attributes, such as,

local gradients and curvatures. Another way is to extract the channelized paths of the

topography and study the topological structure of the ordered river network. The former

method examines the vertical structure of the topography, while the latter studies the

topography’s planar dissection. Here we introduce a different approach for examining

landscapes focusing on the “river corridor width” (RC width) as one moves along the

river. The river corridor width is extracted by “flooding” the river at a certain height

D above the water surface and recording the left and right distance to the valley walls

measured from the centerline of the river and orthogonal to this centerline (see Fig.

5.1). We denote this function by VL(x;D) and VR(x;D), where L and R stand for the

left and right side, respectively, looking downstream, x is the distance measured along

the river from the basin outlet x = 0, and D is the depth above the water level.

We note that this particular definition of “river corridor width” is different from the

definition of “valley width” used in other studies. For example, [104] defines valley width

as the total ridgetop-to-ridgetop width of valley-spanning cross-sections orthogonal to

the valley centerline. Montgomery’s study aimed to understand how valley morphom-

etry scales with drainage area in glaciated versus unglaciated valleys for the purpose

of arriving at a process-based classification of valley morphology. Thus, valley widths

were extracted in his study from several cross-sections throughout the basin and were

selected to avoid the “complicating influences of tributary valleys.” In our study, we

follow the valley as we move downstream the mainstream and record the river corri-

dor width to the left and right side of the river centerline as we “flood” the valley to

different heights D (see Fig. 5.1). The scope of our analysis is not to extract regional
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scaling characteristics but instead to quantify the detailed statistical structure of the

valley morphology as one follows the river downstream with the goal of relating it to

small-scale processes responsible for its formation.

Figure 5.1: River corridor width at depth D above the water surface to the left and
right of the river centerline, VL(x;D) and VR(x;D) respectively, where x is the distance
measured along the river from the basin outlet x = 0.

It is important to note that depending on the value of D, the extracted river corridor

might all lie within convergent topography (valleys) or might include parts of divergent

topography (hillslopes). We ensure in our study that the extracted river corridor lies

within convergent topography and thus reflects valley-forming processes and not com-

plexities arising from the valley to hillslope transition. We extract the river corridor

width function from high resolution airborne altimetry (LIDAR) topography data at

cross-sections 1 meter apart as we move downstream the river.

The small-scale fluctuations of this function are interpreted to have resulted from
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the complex, and often interacting, processes forming valleys, including mass wasting,

terraces, debris flows and landslides. The question we pose is whether the river corridor

width function exhibits any distinct statistical scaling properties which can be used

to: (a) discriminate among different valley morphologies, (b) suggest the nature of the

underlying valley forming mechanisms, and (c) form a metric for validating landscape

evolution models. The methodology of analysis heavily borrows from current state-of-

the-art methodologies for analyzing turbulent velocity fluctuations. We demonstrate

how spectral analysis provides a limited, or partial characterization, of the multiscale

structure of the river corridor width function. The use of a rigorous multifractal analysis

unravels a rich scaling structure and, in particular, a deviation from scale invariance and

presence of strong intermittency, the so-called anomalous scaling, found in turbulence.

These findings are revealing and call for further analysis of the statistical signature that

valley forming processes leave on the landscapes in diverse geomorphic environments

and also along tributaries of nested sub-basins. The hope is that such an analysis,

in conjunction with field observations and physical modeling, can quantitatively relate

valley forming mechanistic laws with the statistical nature of the flucutations they leave

on the landscape.

5.3 Study area and extraction of river corridor width func-

tion

The South Fork Eel River basin is located in northern California and has a drainage

area of 352 km2 (see Fig. 5.2).

Its relief is approximately 500 meters. The mainstream of the basin has a length of

approximately 56 km and fairly steep along-the-channel slopes (see Fig. 5.3 and Table

5.1). We have subdivided this channel reach into eight smaller subreaches according to

slope and other valley morphology characteristics, such as the presence of tributaries.

These eight segments were then analyzed separately. The idea was to avoid mixing

different physical regimes at the expense of classifying the reaches in more detail than

necessary. The presence of similar statistical properties could then be used to group

reaches into fewer categories (and this was indeed the case from our analysis). Following

the classification of [104], valleys have been classified as bedrock, alluvial and colluvial
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Figure 5.2: Location of the South Fork Eel River basin (351 km2) in California. The
panel on the right shows the stream network superimposed on Landsat GeoCover (Bands
7,4,2) image of the basin.

(see Fig. 5.3). For vegetation and other geomorphological characteristics of this region,

the reader is referred to [81] and [85].

For this watershed, 1 meter topography data from airborne altimetry (LIDAR) is

available. We preformed an elaborate analysis of this topography data to extract the

cross-sections of the ridgetop-to-ridgetop valleys perpendicular to the river centerline

every 1 meter along the mainstream. Then, at specified depth D above the water level,

the distances from the centerline of the river to the left and right valley walls were

recorded. The analysis was performed at depth D = 5 m and D = 10 m for the whole

river. In this paper we report the analysis of the D = 5 m river corridor widths for the
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Figure 5.3: Longitudinal profile along the main channel of the South Fork Eel River
basin. The main channel is divided into eight segments (see discussion in text and Table
1) whose respective along-channel slopes (in degrees) and distances from the outlet (in
kms) are shown above.

very steep 35 km stretch from the outlet to the divide. The 20 km stretch close to the

divide did not show a clear scaling signature and requires further analysis.

Fig. 5.4 displays the left and right river corridor width functions for the whole 56

km mainstream and also indicates the location of the tributary junctions. To provide

an indication of the “significance” of each tributary, we have positioned the marks at

a vertical distance proportional to the drainage area of each tributary. Specifically,

the drainage areas of 89 tributaries have been grouped into 10 categories based on

their contributing drainage areas. These groups are then scaled such that the smallest

contributing area of 1 km2 corresponds to a river corridor width of 5 m, and the largest
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of 152 km2 corresponds to 50 m in Fig. 5.4.

Table 5.1: Segments along the mainstream of the Eel River (x = 0 denotes the outlet of
the basin, see Fig. 5.1) and the scaling properties of their right and left river corridor
(RC) widths. The reported Hölder exponent is estimated from the CWT multifractal
analysis, the (hmin, hmax) from the WTMM multifractal analysis, and c1, c2 from the
cumulant analysis. Notice the pronounced multifractality (c2 6= 0) of the river corridor
width function for some segments (e.g. both left and right sides of 14 − 20 km and
left side only of the 20 − 28 km segment.) Also note the different values of H (and
c1) suggesting a smoother RC width function for the 0 − 14 km steep-sloped, bedrock
stretch and a much rougher RC width function for the milder-sloped, alluvial 14 − 28
km stretch.

x S side β ` ` < H > (hmin, hmax) c1 c2
(km) (deg) slope (m) (Octaves)
0− 6 0.40 Right 1.27 5.0− 36.8 2.5− 5.2 0.45 (−0.1, 1.18) 0.45 0.07

Left 1.36 9.2− 64 3.2− 6.0 0.47 (0.02, 1.02) 0.50 ' 0.0
6− 14 0.47 Right 1.63 9.2− 56 3.2− 5.8 0.51 (0, 1.30) 0.51 ' 0.0

Left 1.45 8.6− 56 3.1− 5.8 0.49 (0.1, 1.22) 0.48 0.02
14− 20 0.27 Right 1.18 8.0− 56.0 3.0− 5.8 0.29 (−0.1, 1.20) 0.32 0.13

Left 1.19 9.8− 36.8 3.3− 5.2 0.39 (0.0, 1.07) 0.41 0.25
20− 28 0.24 Right 1.21 8.0− 64 3.0− 6.0 0.58 (0.1, 1.10) 0.59 0.05

Left 1.28 16.0− 128 4.0− 7.0 0.22 (−0.1, 0.60) 0.23 0.17
28− 35 .124 Right 1.41 8.0− 128 3.0− 7.0 0.81 (0.0, 2.00) 1.00 0.38

Left 1.43 8.0− 128 3.0− 7.0 0.76 (0.0, 1.60) 0.77 0.10

Fig. 5.5 shows a magnification of the river corridor width function for the 0− 6 km

river stretch and the detailed topography and location of this stretch within the whole

basin. It also associates selected values in the river corridor width with their locations

on the topographic map. Finally, Fig. 5.6 shows the river corridor width function for

the 20 − 28 km alluvial stretch. As will be discussed later, this stretch exhibits a rich

multiscale structure in its RC width functions and a pronounced asymmetry between

the left and right sides. This asymmetry (not visually apparent from Fig. 5.6, but

clearly depicted by the multiscale analysis) suggests different valley-forming processes

for each side.
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Figure 5.4: River corridor widths for the mainstream of the South Fork Eel River (56 km
in length) extracted at a depth D = 5 m: top (+Y ) is at the right side and bottom (−Y )
is at the left side of the river. Dots (•) and crosses (×) indicate the location of tributaries
joining the mainstream at the right and left sides respectively. The “significance” of the
tributaries is depicted by the vertical positions of the dots and crosses, where the vertical
distances are scaled with the drainage areas of the tributaries. The drainage areas of 89
tributaries have been grouped into 10 categories based on their contributing drainage
areas. These groups are then scaled such that the smallest contributing area of 1 km2

corresponds to a river corridor width of 5 m, and the largest of 152 km2 corresponds to
50 m.

5.4 Fourier analysis of valley width function

A commonly used tool to explore a signal’s energy distribution across frequencies (or

scales) is the power spectrum. The power spectra of the left and right RC width

functions of the five segments analyzed are shown in Fig. 5.7. First, we observe the

presence of a log-log linearity over a significant range of scales with an abrupt break

of scaling at a scale of approximately 10 m except for the 0-6 km stretch which does

not exhibit a pronounced scaling break. For scales smaller than approximately 10 m

(wavenumber larger than 10−1 m−1) a significant increase of energy (variability) is
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Figure 5.5: The 0 − 6 km bedrock stretch of the South Fork Eel River basin. Selected
values of river corridor width are associated with their locations on the topographic
map.
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Figure 5.6: The 20−28 km stretch of the South Fork Eel River basin main channel (top
panel). The bottom panel shows the right (top series) and left (bottom series) river
corridor widths extracted from this 8 km stretch at depth D = 5 meters. This stretch
exhibits a high asymmetry in the statistical scaling properties of its left and right valley
geometries; although not apparent visually, the right side is much “smoother” than the
left side (see Table 5.1 and discussion in text). This suggests different valley forming
processes in each side of the mainstream, with much more localized processes in the left
side.
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present. This is interpreted as the result of noise in the LIDAR data showing up

as concentrated energy at characteristic scales of the order of 5-10 m (the so-called

“acne” in the bare soil LIDAR extracted topography.) This scale of 10 m, below which

the LIDAR data are not interpretable, represents the “effective resolution” of these

topography data and has also been documented from a break in the multiscale statistical

properties of curvature at approximately the same scale ([90]).

It is well known that the presence of large-scale features with sharp edges in a

process can be misinterpreted in the usual Fourier spectrum as energy coming from

distinct small-scale features, since the Fourier analysis cannot distinguish between the

two. Thus, we do not know from Fig. 5.7 whether the log-log linearity in the spectrum

within the scaling range is the result of uniformly distributed high-energy fluctuations

over the whole support of the signal or a richer preferential and localized energy distribu-

tion. The former is the hallmark of scale-invariance, implying a spatially homogeneous

distribution of abruptly high values within the support of the signal (due to a homoge-

nous energy transferring mechanism), while the latter is indicative of a break-down of

scale invariance, implying a localized intermittent distribution of abruptly large val-

ues within the signal (probably due to a localized energy transferring mechanism). In

turbulence, the realization that the statistical moments of turbulent velocity fluctua-

tions grow faster as the scale becomes smaller, prompted the replacement of the global

Fourier-based analysis of Kolmogorov (K41 theory, [105]) with the local multifractal

formalism analysis of [106].

The multifractal formalism aims to characterize the very abrupt local fluctuations

in the signal using the so-called multifractal (MF) spectrum. The MF spectrum, or

spectrum of singularities D(h), describes the richness of the local irregularities of a

function, i.e., abrupt local fluctuations, in terms of local singularities characterized via

the so-called Hölder exponent h (see [106]). If singularities are of the same strength

throughout the support of the signal (i.e., homogeneously distributed), D(h) receives

the value of 1 at a single value of h = H which coincides with the well-known Hurst

exponent. However, if the singularities of various strengths are non-homogeneously

spread in the signal (in what turns out to be interwoven fractal support sets), D(h)

is a density function which quantifies the range of the strength of these singularities

(hmin to hmax) and the degree of their presence in the signal. In the next section, an
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Figure 5.7: Power spectra of the river corridor widths (at 5 meters above water level)
for the five segments along the mainstream of the South Fork Eel River basin. The
dotted black lines give the power law fits, E(k) = k−β. The horizontal axis represents
frequency k, in m−1.
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overview of the multifractal analysis methodologies is presented followed by the results

of analysis of the river corridor width functions.

5.5 Multifractal analysis: methodology overview

5.5.1 Multifractal formalism

A multifractal function f(x) can be described as a collection of singularities of various

strengths. The local singularity of f(x) at a point x0 is characterized by the so-called

Hölder exponent h(x0), defined as the largest exponent such that

|f(x)− f(x0)| ∼ C|x− x0|h(x0) (5.1)

in the neighborhood of x0, i.e. for |x− x0| ≤ ε. A small (large) value of h(x0) signifies

a rough (smooth) behavior of the function f(x) at x0. The above definition holds for

0 ≤ h ≤ 1 but extension to singularities h > 1 can easily be achieved by filtering out a

polynomial of degree higher than one, which is equivalent to working with higher-order

increments of the signal. As will be seen later, this filtering can be formally achieved

via a wavelet-based formalism (e.g. see [107, 108], or [109]).

This singularity spectrum D(h) is defined as

D(h) = dh{x0 : h(x0) = h} (5.2)

that is, D(h) is the Hausdorff dimension dh of the set of points x0 which have Hölder

exponent h(x0) = h. Estimating D(h) is the goal of multifractal analysis and the so-

called multifractal formalism (e.g. [106]) allows estimation of D(h) from the statistics of

local fluctuations of the signal at different scales a and different locations x0, denoted by

δ(x0, a). One way of determining these fluctuations is via standard first order differences,

i.e.,

δ(x0, a) ≡ f(x0 + a)− f(x0) (5.3)

Let us denote the partition functions (or structure functions) S(q, a) of the signal as the

qth statistical moments of the signal’s fluctuations:

S(q, a) = 〈|δ(x0, a)q|〉 (5.4)
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where < · > stands for expectation (via spatial averaging). For a multifractal signal

S(q, a) ∼ aτ(q) (5.5)

which defines the τ(q) curve, or spectrum of scaling exponents, indexed by moment

order q. The multifractal formalism states that τ(q) relates to D(h) through a Legendre

transfrom:

D(h) = min
q

[qh− τ(q) + 1] (5.6)

Note that if the signal under analysis is monofractal, then τ(q) is linear with respect to

the moment order, i.e., τ(q) = q ·H and D(h) receives a single value equal to 1 at the

specific value of h = H. In contrast, if the singularity spectrum takes on finite values

in an interval [hmin, hmax], the scaling exponents τ(q) define a nonlinear function of q

(multifractal signal). It is noted that the nonlinearity of τ(q) implies a scale dependence

of the dimensionless moments. For example, for a monofractal process it can easily be

shown from (5.5) that the coefficient of variation, CV = (M2(a)/M2
1 (a)− 1)1/2, of the

process is independent of scale a, while this is not the case for a multifractal process.

The same applies to other dimensionless structure functions such as the coefficients of

skewness and kurtosis, M3(a)/M1(a)3/2 and M4(a)/M2(a)2 respectively, where Mq(a)

is used to denote S(q, a) (see [110]).

It is understood that an increase of the dimensionless structure functions with de-

creasing scale is an indication of strong intermittency, i.e., occasional large gradients

which enhance the higher order moments at small scales (break-down of scale invari-

ance). This empirical observation, documented from long series of wind-tunnel turbu-

lence data, is what lead to the development of the multifractal formalism in turbulence

(e.g. [106]) and shed new light into how energy is cascaded in a turbulent field, typ-

ically very intensely in localized regions and less so in other (dormant) regions. As it

will be seen in the next section, the river corridor widths are also found to exhibit such

a multifractal behavior (break of scale-invariance), suggesting a rich local structure of

energy dissipation in the valley-forming processes.
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5.5.2 Wavelet-based MF formalism

While one could confine themselves to using structure functions in (5.4) as computed

from the standard first order differences of the signal as defined in (5.3), it is often ad-

vantageous to use “generalized differences” defined via wavelet filtering. One advantage

is that wavelets allow the analysis of non-stationary signals. By choosing an appropriate

wavelet (i.e., wavelets with a high number of vanishing moments), polynomial trends of

increasing order can be filtered out from the signal and accurately characterize the local

behavior of a function without danger of having this behavior masked by the large-scale

trends (e.g. [111, 112]). Another advantage of wavelets is their natural ability to depict

sharp edges or discontinuities from a signal (e.g. [113, 114]) and thus better character-

ize the statistical nature of singularities. In addition, as it will be explained below, a

wavelet-based multifractal formalism allows one to work with the maxima of the wavelet

coefficients (the so-called wavelet transform modula maxima; WTMM) and thus extend

the structure function analysis to negative moments q. Such an extension allows access

to the whole spectrum of singularities, including h > 1 which is not possible by using

the standard definition of fluctuations (5.3).

A wavelet-based multifractal formalism uses as fluctuations

δ(x0, a) = c(x0, a) =
∫
R

ψxa,a(x)f(x)dx (5.7)

where ψxa,a(x) is a scale-dilated and shifted version of the mother wavelet ψ0(x), i.e.,

ψxa,a(x) =
1
|a|
ψ0

(
x− x0

a

)
(5.8)

The use of a wavelet with N vanishing moments, i.e.,
∫
xKψx(x)dx = 0, for (0 ≤ K ≤

N − 1) and
∫
xNψ0(x)dx 6= 0, allows for the removal of a degree-N polynomial trend

(see [114]). This is important if first order differences do not completely remove trends

in the data, for then the standard multifractal analysis will fail.

A standard wavelet, and the one used in this analysis, is the first and second order

derivative of a Guassian function, i.e.,

g(N)(x) =
d(N)

dx(N)

(
e
−x2

2

)
(5.9)
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which has been extensively used as a smooth generalization of N-th order increments to

study the behavior of fractal functions (e.g. [113]; [115]).

From the Legendre transform (5.6), in the case of a continuously differentiable τ(q),

it follows that

q =
dD(h)
dh

(5.10)

Thus, it is noted that the falling limb of D(h), where (dD(h)/dh < 0), can only be

estimated from the negative moments (q < 0) of the fluctuations. However, computing

negative moments of pdfs that have mass concentrated at zero (such as the pdfs of

fluctuations) leads to divergence. To be able to take negative moments and estimate the

complete singularity spectrum, [108, 113] proposed to use the wavelet transform modulus

maxima (WTMM) method, i.e., concentrate on the lines formed by following the maxima

of the wavelet coefficients across scales and thus following the same singularity from the

lowest scale to higher and higher scales. For details on this estimation, the reader is

referred to the original publications ([108, 113], [116] and also [109]).

5.5.3 Cumulant analysis

Cumulant analysis presents an efficient method of estimating the multifractal nature of

a process and quantifying it in terms of a small number of parameters (e.g. [116, 117]).

This method relies on a Taylor series expansion of τ(q), leading to

τ(q) =
∑
p≥1

(−1)p−1 cp
p!
qp, q → 0 (5.11)

It is noted that a non-zero value of c2 (also called the intermittency coefficient) im-

plies deviation from monofractality and explicitly characterizes the richness of the spatial

inhomogeneity of very high fluctuations. In fact, it formally relates to the change of the

variance of the Hölder exponents (strength of singularities) with scale, (e.g. see [109]

Appendix B and references therein) and thus characterizes the second order statistics

of the singularities. Indeed, a quadratic approximation of τ(q)

τ(q) ' c1q − c2
q2

2
, q → 0 (5.12)

which corresponds to a quadratic approximation of D(h)

D(h) ' 1− (h− c1)2

2c2
, h→ c1 (5.13)
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is a commonly used model of multifractality (the so-called log-normal model in turbu-

lence).

The coefficients cp can be estimated from the statistical cumulants C(p, a) of order

p of the logarithms of the absolute value of the wavelet coefficients |c(x0, a)| at a given

scale, a, (Eqn. 5.7), or from the logs of the WTMM coefficients. For details see [117]

and [109]. For instance, for p = 1, 2

C(1, a) =
a

n(a)

∑
x0

ln |c(x0, a)| ' a1 + c1 ln(a) (5.14)

C(2, a) =
a

n(a)

∑
x0

[ ln |c(x0, a)| − C(1, a)]2 ' a2 − c2 ln(a) (5.15)

Thus, linear regression of C(p, a) versus ln(a) allows for an easy estimation of cp and

only 2 linear regressions (giving estimates of c1 and c2) characterize the multifractality

up to a quadratic approximation of the τ(q) function.

In the next section, the continuous wavelet-based multifractal analysis, the WTMM

analysis, and the cumulant analysis are applied to the RC width functions for a detailed

characterization of their multifractal structure. It is emphasized that one of the goals

of this study is to be able to depict the signature that mechanistic processes leave

on the valleys, and thus accuracy and high discriminatory power of the multifractal

characterization methodologies is a necessity.

5.6 Multifractal analysis: results

The river corridor widths of the five different segments from 0 to 35 km (see Fig. 5.3)

have been analyzed using the multifractal formalism. First, it is worth pointing out that

the coefficient of variation (which characterizes the first two moments only) for these

series shows a dependence on scale (see Fig. 5.8) and in fact, as expected, an increase as

the scale decreases. This is an indication of deviation from monofractality and prompts

analysis of higher order moments via the structure function approach.

The top panels of Fig. 5.9 show the structure functions for q = 0 to 3 (performed

in intervals of 0.1, but displayed in intervals of 0.5) for the right and left side river

corridor widths of the first (x = 0 − 6 km) segment of the South Fork Eel River. As

can be seen, log-log linearity can be assumed between a range of scales as marked in
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0<L<6
Right

0<L<6
Left

  

20<L<28
Right

20<L<28
Left

Figure 5.8: Coefficient of variation of the river corridor widths as a function of scale for
the two segments (0 − 6 km and 20 − 28 km) along the mainstream of the South Fork
Eel River. Notice the dependence on scale which implies deviation from monoscaling.
Similar plots were found for all other segments.

Fig. 5.9. This range of scales corresponds to approximately 5 m to 40 m for the right

side valley and 9 m to 64 m for the left side valley (see Table 5.1). Fitting straight lines

to all moments and computing the slopes results in the τ(q) curves (middle panels of

Fig. 5.9), and via the Legendre transform in the D(h) curves (bottom panels of Fig.

5.9). The nonlinearity of the τ(q) curves is noted, as was expected from the coefficient

of variation dependence on scale, signifying again a deviation from monofractality and

thus the presence of singularities of various strengths, as quantified in the D(h) spectra.

The above analysis was performed using the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) with

wavelet g(2) and g(3) i.e., the second and third order derivative of the Gaussian, (Eqn.

5.9). Similar analysis has been performed for all other series. For example, see Fig. 5.10

for the segment of 20 − 28 km. A summary of the scaling ranges for each river reach
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and the estimates of the average Hölder exponent < H > (the value of h corresponding

to the max value of D(h)) is given in Table 5.1.

As was discussed in the previous section, using continuous wavelet transforms does

not allow characterization of the right part of the spectrum of singularities. To estimate

the full D(h) curve, the WTMM-based multifractal analysis was also applied to these

series which allows estimation of structure functions for negative moments q. Fig. 5.11

shows the analysis for the 0− 6 km river stretch. The top panels display the partition

function for q = −3 to +3 (in increments of 0.5) and the fitted log-log linear lines within

the scaling range previously reported. The middle panel shows the τ(q) curves and the

bottom panels the complete D(h) curve. On the same figures, we have superimposed

the estimated τ(q) and D(h) curves from the analysis. Some small differences in the

estimation of the left part of D(h) curve between the CWT and WTMM methods is

noted, but also the ability of WTMM to provide an estimate of the right part of D(h)

is appreciated. The WTMM analysis was repeated for all series and the values of hmin
and hmax (depicting the width of the spectrum of singularities) are summarized in Table

5.1. It is noted that for several series, hmax > 1, justifying the use of a wavelet-based

analysis as the standard structure function formalism based on first order increments

cannot yield h > 1, thus biasing the estimation of D(h).

Having established the presence of multifractality, the next step in the analysis is

to explicitly estimate the c1 and c2 coefficients using the cumulant analysis method.

It is expected that c1 will be very close to the value of H estimated from the CWT

partition function method, but the particular interest is to estimate c2 which concisely

characterizes the intermittency of each series.

Fig. 5.12 shows the first two cumulants for the right and left river corridor widths of

segment 0− 6 km. As expected, a log-log linear relationship in C(1, a) vs. ln(a) yields

an estimate of c1 very close to the estimate of H obtained from the partition function

approach (see Table 5.1). The C(2, a) vs. ln(a) plots show a non-zero slope for the right

valley (consistent with the wide spectrum of singularities displayed in the bottom right

panels of Figs. 5.9 and 5.11) and an almost zero slope for the left valley (consistent with

the more narrow spectrum of singularities for this series) as seen in Figs. 5.9 and 5.11

bottom left panels. Similar analysis was performed for all other series and the estimates

of c1 and c2 are summarized in Table 5.1.
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It is instructive to display in Fig. 5.13 the cumulant analysis of the right and left

river corridor widths of the segment 20 − 28 km for which a significant left-to-right

asymmetry was noted from the Hölder exponent (see Table 5.1). Specifically, the left

side valley was found to have much higher fluctuations (smaller H) that the right side

valley (larger H). It is pleasing to see that the cumulant analysis is able to further

quantify this asymmetry (see values of c1 in Table 5.1) and also depict an asymmetry

in intermittency. Specifically, the left side river corridor width function shows a much

more intermittent structure (larger c2 value) indicating the presence of more localized

mechanisms forming this side of the valley. From the 20− 28 km river segment shown

in Fig. 5.6, it is noted that from the RC width series themselves, one cannot visually

depict the significant statistical differences we were able to establish using the proposed

methodologies, although by close inspection of the high resolution topography, one can

notice a higher degree of dissection in the left-side valley. Also, it is noted that spectral

analysis of the left and right corridor widths for this segment (Fig. 5.7) was not able to

depict the subtle differences depicted by MF analysis.

5.7 Discussion and conclusion

The goal of this analysis was to examine the multiscale statistical properties of the

river corridor width fluctuations along the mainstream of a 35 km mountainous chan-

nel reach with the goal of assessing whether differences in mechanistic laws governing

valley-forming processes leave their signatures on the statistical properties of the valley

geometry.

Some clear results have emerged from this analysis. First, river corridor width

fluctuations exhibit a rich multiscale structure and a deviation from scale-invariance

or monoscaling. Second, as one goes further away from the outlet of the basin to less

steep, alluvial valleys, this statistical intermittency increases (see Fig. 5.14), indicating

that there is an increased presence of very high fluctuations as scales become smaller

(the result of localized transport mechanisms). This, however, needs a much more

detailed study (physical modeling and field work) to be fully documented. Third, for

the particular basin analyzed there is a significant left-right asymmetry in the statistical

structure of valley geometry: the left side is consistently rougher and more intermittent
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implying that different physical mechanisms shaped the valley at the left and right

sides of the mainstream river. This difference does not seem to be directly related to

the number of tributaries joining the main river, as an equal number of tributaries is

present on both sides of the river stretch (see Fig. 5.4). Rather, other mechanisms

of sediment transport, landsliding, etc., seem to be the underlying cause. As we go

further up to even steeper along-river slopes, no scaling is present at all, at least not in

a significant range of scales, and further careful analysis needs to be undertaken.

Our analysis objectively depicted two statistically distinct regimes with transitions

at around 14 km and 28 to 35 km. An interesting question is whether these statistically

distinct regimes are the result of physically distinct valley-forming processes, and this

will be the subject of further investigations. Another interesting question is whether the

documented statistical structure of river corridor widths, which is seen as an emergent

property of the physical system, can be faithfully reproduced by numerical landscape

evolution models and thus serve as model verification metrics.

Although the results are not presented here, similar analysis was performed to the

river corridor widths at D = 10 m, i.e., much higher up from the permanent channel.

It was seen that the statistical nature of river corridor width fluctuations at D = 10 m

is different that that at D = 5 m. Specifically, at D = 10 m, the river corridor widths

exhibit a smoother structure characterized by a higher value of H and less intermittency

implying a smoother regime and fewer localized abrupt fluctuations (probably due to

hillslope diffusive processes). These issues are presently under investigation.
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Figure 5.9: River reach of 0−6 km, structure function (top), scaling exponents (middle)
and singularity spectrum (bottom) for the left and right river corridor width functions
at depth D = 5 meters. The scaling range of the left corridor (3.0 to 6.0 octaves) and
the right corridor (2.5 to 5.2 octaves) is indicated by the dashed vertical lines.
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Figure 5.10: Same as Fig. 5.9 but for the 20 − 28 km river reach. See Table 5.1 for
scaling range.
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Figure 5.11: River reach of 0 − 6 km, structure function (top), scaling exponent spec-
trum τ(q) (middle) and singularity spectrum D(h) (bottom) for the left and right river
corridor width functions at depth D = 5 metes using CWT (+) and WTMM (◦).
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Figure 5.12: Cumulant analysis of the left and right river corridor width functions of
reach 0− 6 km, to estimate parameters c1 and c2 in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.13: Same as Fig. 5.12 for the river reach of 20− 28 km.
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The findings of four papers that comprise this thesis provide a detailed statistical

framework to understand river organization in a continuum of scales, from drainage

divides to basin outlets, along the flowpath geometry. A common theme of this frame-

work is the quest for mapping the complex three dimensional structure of landscapes

on to simpler, preferably one dimensional functions, that reflect different aspects of the

landscape organization. Once this is accomplished, the common method of analysis re-

lies on the theory of multi-scaling using wavelets, i.e., in quantifying how the statistical

structure of the extracted attributes changes when one sees them at different scales.

The presence of multi-scaling (as opposed to simple scaling) implies a rich statistical

structure in those attributes and the presence of spatial heterogeneities which needs

more than one parameter to be described across scales.

The key innovations we introduce in this thesis are:(1) adapting a new scale parame-

ter which we call “directed distance from the divide” which allows examining divergent

and convergent parts of the landscape under a single framework; (2) using this new

scale parameter to identify the signature of landslides on a landscape allowing thus and

objective mapping of those landslides; (3) introduction of the “ incremental drainage

area” function along the mainstream to quantify the hierarchy and clustering of trib-

utaries; and (4) introduction of an non-traditional horizontal function that measures

“valley width” as one fills up the channels beyond their banks and maps the left right

extend of the landscape.

The new scale parameter introduced in this research provides many opportunities in

basin wide research. The directed distance scale parameter offers two advantages: (1) it

blends the path topology and the statistics of link lengths into a single metric, and (2)

it does not require the a-priori extraction of a river network and (3) it accommodates

for higher order statistical analysis to obtain the spatial heterogeneity of landscape at-

tributes. We further introduced a “flowpath dimension” that represents the complexity

of the landscape flowpaths arising due to the internal evolution mechanisms and external

forcing of the system. By analyzing the contributing area in a multiscale environment

we show that the flowpath dimension of hillslopes can be represented by a single ex-

ponent whereas much complex highly convergent hillslope hollows need more than one

dimension to represent their complex flowpath arrangement. We further analyzed a

landslide disturbed landscape and demonstrated that the flowpath scaling structure of
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the landslide-disturbed landscape has statistical signature that is distinctly different

from that of the undisturbed landscape.

This work also introduced an incremental area function to explore the abrupt fluctu-

ations of the contributing area along the mainstream. None of the existing formulations

explores the effect of those abrupt fluctuations (sudden changes in contributing area)

introduced by side tributaries at network junctions. We introduced a methodology that

examines the hierarchical properties of river networks via a new one-dimensional func-

tion which reflects the branching of the river network. We called this function “Incre-

mental Area Function” IAF (x), 0 ≤ x ≤ L where L is the length of the mainstream and

x = 0 corresponds to the divide. The IAF (x) denotes the (incremental) contributing

area draining at the vicinity of location x, i.e., in the stream length (x−∆x/2,x+∆x/2)

along the mainstream where ∆x is the “scale” at which the function is considered. This

function has direct relevance to the spatial heterogeneity with which environmental

fluxes (water, sediments, pollutants etc.) enter the mainstream of a river basin. It re-

flects the hierarchical organization of the river network in a different way than the well

known width function. We characterized the self-similar properties of the IAF (x) for

three basins of a wide range of sizes (2km2 to 250km2) and documented the presence

of multiscaling: the average properties were found to obey the well-established Hack’s

law while a pronounced degree of spatial heterogeneity in the clustering of tributaries

entering the mainstream was documented via a wide spectrum of singularities. We fur-

ther proposed a stochastic generator for the IAF based on a pentanomial cascade with

weights reflecting the general shape of the basin; and we demonstrated that the IAF (x)

and the width function W (x) of a basin relate to each other and the W (x) can be seen

as a convolution of the IAF (x) with itself on the self similar structure of a tree. IAF (x)

presents a different 1 − D function which summarizes the two-dimensional branching

structure of the river network as mapped onto incremental areas along the mainstream.

As such, it gives more direct access to the hierarchical clustering of larger and smaller

tributaries as they alternate to contribute to the downstream fluxes in the mainstream

of a river basin. Junctions of tributaries are important bottlenecks for floods, points of

sudden increase in sediments, and points of significant morphologic and ecologic transi-

tions and their hierarchical clustered structure deserves focused attention.

In the same line of thinking, we have analyzed the probabilistic structure of the
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“river corridor width”(RCW ) function (lateral distance from the centerline of the river

to the left and right valley walls at a “d” height above the water surface) as one moves

downstream along the mainstream of a basin. We established that the RCW series,

extracted from 1 m LIDAR topography of a mountainous river, exhibit multiscalling

which varies distinctly across physical boundaries, e.g., bedrock versus alluvial valleys.

An interesting question is whether these statistically distinct regimes are the result of

physically distinct valley-forming processes, and this will require further investigation

than reported in this work to be fully documented. Another interesting question is

whether the documented statistical structure of river corridor widths, which is seen as

an emergent property of the physical system, can be faithfully reproduced by numerical

landscape evolution models and thus serve as a model verification metric.
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